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A daily independent student press serving
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E-mail leads

Blackout!

Volume 101, Issue 146
WWWBGNEWSCOM

Designated
drivers offered
rewards

n the dark, briefly, a new campus emerges

The Wellness
Connection is giving
out cards for free soda

By Dave Herrcra
In Focus Editor

at local bars | Page 3

Nobody quite knew how to
handle last night's power outage — so, walking around
campus, there ended up being
a little bit ol everything.
Building after building
around campus was pilch
black with the exception of the
occasional emergency light in a
stairwell or lobby.
Kohl, Haiina, Harshman,
University, South, West,
Offenhauer, McDonald — the
list went on and on.
Nostreetlamps. no blue-light
emergency lamps, no stoplights.
Meanwhile, it kept raining.

Bombers in
Iraq kill 72
The bodies of 27 dead
men were dropped
in the capital, victims
of apparent sectarian
violence | Page 8

Menacing
words cause
student arrest
Univ. of Cincinnati
student threatens to

Puddles reached ankles in
some places, but they couldn't
be seen until it was too late.
Lightning lit up the night sky,
slowly moving to the north.
From one end of East Wooster
Street to another, pitch black.
City police officers quickly
dispatched to major intersections, lighting flares and directing traffic.
They were lucky enough to
not receive any calls for service
during the outage, according to
Bowling Green Police Sgt. Mark
McDonough, who watched over
the intersection at Wooster and
South College streets.
Traffic in affected areas was
"pretty orderly," McDonough
said.

"Once we get the 911 calls
that the power's out we always
immediately send officers to
those intersections." he said.
Ten Bowling Green police
officers were working on the
streets during the outage, a dispatcher at the station said.
No University or city representatives could be reached at
press time to provide a cause
for the blackout.
Everywhere, seeing more
than a few feet in any direction
became a chore. Wandering
students and safety workers
chatted on cell phones, visible only thanks to passing car
headlights.
Back on campus, some were
lucky enough to have backup

to professor's
resignation
By Freddy Hunt and Eric Reed
Reporters

power thanks to emergency
generators, but nobody seemed
to be quite sure of what had
happened, or when things
would be back to normal.
All they knew was the obvious — the power was out.
So what did everybody do?
Students in different build
ings faced different conundrums.
At lerome Library, students
who had been using computers
stood around, unsure of what
to do next. Enough emergency
lights shone to let people wan
der through the slacks, and
students silling in study groups
plugged away al their work.

After he sent a threatening email. a part-time professor at
BGSU's liielands campus was
arrested and later resigned last
week.
According to Chiel SigSWOItll
of the lirie County SheriffsOffice,
Donald Pryor.lMi. of Collins, Ohio,
was arrested on April hi for telecommunications harassment, a
first degree misdemeanor, alter
he replied inappropriately to an
e-mail from his supervisor.
Christ i neCetM n ese.al-i relands
associate professor, had instructed one of Pryor's classes the day
before and wrote him an e-mail
suggesting changes lo be made
in his classroom. Sigsworlh said

See BLACKOUT | Page 2

Genovese'se-mailwas very polite
and professional.
Pryor in return sent an e-mail
to Genovese that said in part:
"May God punish my enemies
since I can't... I know I shouldn't
be saying this... I will go with my
gut instinct and say go f— your
self." according to Sigsworlh.

cause more harm than
Va. Tech shooter
| Page 7

BG kicking
team improves

SefFIRELANDS V?

After a year of special
teams mistakes, a new

Vaccine hopes
to decrease
IPV cases

kicker is stepping up
his game | Page IS

Softball makes
ready for Toledo
Rainouts have been

By J«Sf ica Articling
Guest Reporter

slowing progress as the
team looks to face the
Rockets | Page 13

MDmnoma raw NEWS
LEFT IN THE DARK: When the lights went out m Ward V students and local residents gathered at bars like Howards Club H. Because there was no power, the scheduled bands
could not play, but the Howards staff put out candles so people could continue to gather.

Little known
law not helping
The Ohio Patriot
Act creates more
problems than it
| solves | Page 4
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Study explains
the biology of
beauty
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Symmetry opens a
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window to the human
psychology of sex and
attraction | Page 9

Stress leads to
loss of sleep

'*
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When Briltani Lastoria went in
for her routine Pap test last March
she was given results that were
anything but routine. Abnormal
cells hail been found and she was
referred to a specialist.
Her diagnosis: precancerous
cells in her cervix, the part of the
uterus that connects the womb
and vagina.
I ler reaction: What one would
expect when a 21-year-old hears
the "c" word.
"When you hear the word
cancer it |is| very scary," said the
senior marketing major.
Because her abnormal cells
were given a medium danger rating, she chose lo gel a procedure
called I.I.LP (loopelectrosurgical
excision procedure) which used
high intensity electrical current
in remove the potentially cancerous cells.
She was in and out of the hospital in less than six hours, but
went home with side effects

«^|

See HPV | Page 6
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Facing exams and
strict due dates cause

ArtWalk offers
public chance to
experience art

some students to lose

Have you ever had a
final exam the week
before exam week?

JORDAN FLOWER

TH& BG NE AS

LIGHTS OUT: Harshman sits darkened last night on Wooster and Mercer streets after a power outage hit parts of the city Some students in dorms used laptops and cell phones to
light their room There were numetous reports of students being unable to enter docms because the PED lock system lost power The blackout lasted until just after 1050 pm

Democrats pass bill for troop withdrawa

AARON STEIN.
Senior. Marketing
"Yes, pretty much
every semester."
| Page 4
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ByErinRechin
Reporter
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sleep | Page 15

TODAY
Few Showers
High: 59. Low: 45
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TOMORROW
Partly Cloudy
High: 71. Low: 48
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By David Eipo
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — In a bold
wartime challenge to President
Bush, the Democratic-controlled Senate voted yesterday
to begin withdrawal of U.S.
troops from Iraq by Oct. 1 with
a goal of a complete pullout six
months later. The White House
dismissed the legislation as
"dead before arrival."
The 51-46 vote was largely
along party lines, and like
House passage a day earlier
it underscored that the war's
congressional opponents art-

far short of the two-thirds
majority needed to override a
Bush veto.
Democrats marked yesterday's final passage with a
news conference during which
they repeatedly urged Bush to
reconsiderhisvetothreat. "This
bill for the first time gives the
president of the United States
an exit strategy" from Iraq, said
Rep. David Obey of Wisconsin.
The legislation is "in keeping
with what the American people
want," added Senate Majority
Leader Harry Reid of Nevada.
The White House was
unmoved. "The president's

determined to win in Iraq. I
think the bill that they sent us
today is mission defeated," said
deputy press secretary Dana
Perino. "This bill is dead before
arrival."
Given
that
standoff.
Republicans and Democrats
alike already were maneuvering for position on a follow-up bill.
Senate Republican leader
Mitch McConnell dismissed the
just-passed legislation as "political posturing" by Democrats
thai deserves the veto it will
receive. "The solution is simple:
Take out the surrender date.

take out the pork and get (he
funds to our troops," he said.
The bill would provide $124.2
billion, more than S90 billion of which would go for the
wars in Iraq and Afghanistan.
Democrats added billions
more for domestic programs,
and while most of the debate
focused on the troop withdrawal issue, some of the extra
spendingalsohasdravvn Bush's
criticism.
The day's developments
amounted to a landmark of
sorts.

l-'or seven years, John Butt has
been sharing his paintings with

the Bowling Green community at
the annual ArtWalk!
This year the event will be held
tomorrow from noon lo S p.m.
"The ArtWalk! gives us a venue
for people lo see what our work
looks like," said Burt.
ArtWalk! is sponsored by
Main Street BG, an organization
of property owners in Bowling
Green's downtown district.
Therefore, the art galleries will
bedisplayed al different locations
along Main Street
"This event serves two purposes," said Main Street BG representative, Eadene kilpatrick.
"It highlights local artistic talent and brings attention lo our
downtown merchants," said

Kilpatrick.
(her 75 local artists and craftsmen will have their work displayed in 24 different galleries.
Then are three large exhibits that will be displaying works
from multiple artists.

See IRAQ | Page 2
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See ARTWALK | Page 2
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From Page 1

11:03 A.M.
North Grove Street resident
reported her ex-husband had
posted her personal information
on a Web site.

(ii'iiovcsc interpreted the etnall its a threat and forwarded
II to the administration. They
contacted the Huron's Sheriff's
Office, Sigsworth said.
Although Genovese forwarded the e-mail to the administration, the University reserves
the right to monitor electronic
documents if they have proper
reasoning.
The ability lor the University
to monitor hoth faculty and
student e-mails is defined in
the Information Technology

11:16 AM.
Kenv.'
iry principal
called to request an officer at
the Kenwood /•
because a second grader was
tcting out scenes from a violent

11:57 AM
■■•'d her vehicle
• •>. A
Fficef Found ii m the

was stoli
■ ■ •

• '

must not search the content of
user accounts or documents
without specific due cause ...
Further, the University must
comply with the Ohio Public
Records Act — search and seizure laws
and must provide
the security and the freedom
from interference necessary for
the effective operation ol a large
IT system. The University cooperates with legitimate criminal
investigations and conducts its
own investigations in response
to complaints or other evidence
ol wrongdoing, The University
must reserve the right to examine contents of accounts, sites
and documents that reside in
or traverse through the w;su
11 system."
I'ryor was arrested later that
day while leaving campus and
was set free on $5,000 hail.
Sigsworth said.
Included in I'ryors e-mail
was a statement ol resignation.

Services Private Policy.
The IIS Private I'olin Web
page slates. ' No electronic
document is perfectly private
Occasionally, in the process of
maintenance or problem solving, documents or addresses
come into \\r\\ ol ITS employees. I IS docs not otherwise and

445 PM

.....
fe Science Budding.

5:01 PM.
.[isy Lane Road resirtedl wtfel K been
i.
i threatening phone

of marketing and communications at lirelands. said I'ryor
will not be working with the
University again.
Although
Pryor's e-mail
may have cost him his job and
some court trouble. Candace
Archer, assistant professor of
International Relations, said
she isn't concerned about her emails being monitored because
she has nothing to hide.
"It's one of those things like
getting searched at the airport."
Archer said. "I'm not afraid of
them finding a gun on me. but
it's still irritating."
Although the University cannot monitorr-mailsunlessit has
proper cause. David lackson,

associate professor of American
Government, said he doesn't
think the University should he
monitoring anyone's e-mails.
"I'm completely 100 percent
opposed to it." he said. "My ematts are none of their busi-

Lesley Ruszkowski, director

544 P.M.
Fight reported at an East
U r Street gas station.
Z

THURSDAY

f

2:01 AM
Plaid diaper bag containing
i brown paper bag
burger King uniform, $40
cash and an Ohio driver's license
m a vehicle
1
an East Napoleon
Road parking lot
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BLACKOUT

ternity, a lew men had stripped
down to bow lies and tight bath
ing suits.
He'ports of looting around aimpus, including at McDonald Wast
and Chily's Convenience Store,
could not lie confirmed, but students seemed to be able to find
their own versions of fun.
They sat outside the windows

From Paqe I
In kreischer-Ashley. an 1120
Bible study group was booted
from their dining hall abode and
took up shop next to the darkened big-screen TV lust down
the hall, next to the elevator shaft,
a group of students stood around
clapping and dancing.
lust outside, the loud pop of
a firecracker shot through the
night, turning heads.
Up the street, in front of a fra-

of speeding cars, or cracked open
some beers in donn rooms lit by
lights from laptops.
They sat and smoked outside
in groups — the outage meant
their I'EDs wouldn't operate, and

so they made do.
Others just went about their
evening.

Another firecracker went off,
this time close to the I Inion.

Then, at 10:32 p.m., everything
lit up just as it had turned off. and
the cheers could lie heard from
far down the street.
Minutes later in the Union.
Wendy's opened hack up, and
everything started returning to

normal.

City News Editor Lisa
Halverstadl and Reporter lim
Sampson contributed

BGSU Summer Kids Camp
Department of Recreational Sports

New FRIENDS • UNIQUE Learning Experiences • FUN!
•Kindergarten through 6th grade
Cost:
Kids Summer Camp
$129/week full-time
•Weeks Offered:
OPEN HOUSE - April 28th
part-time
From 12-4 at the
i $89/week
June 11, 18, 25 AND July 9, 16, 23 k
•p-t dehneO as attendance 3 days of the week
Camp runs from Monday - Friday each week

-

BGSU Rec Center -

•FULL DAY CAMP from 8:30am to 4:30pm
•Different THEME every week!

•S% discount after 1st child for multiple children
•REGISTRATION begins APRIL II, 2007

Register by May 1" & Recievc A Free

Superhero, H20 and U, Great Oudooors, Falcon Frenzy & more 5 Day Rec Center Family Punch Pass

•Swimming EVERY day!
•Before & After care available.
•Instructional Opportunities & great facilities
•Access to UNIQUE campus facilities

For more information call
Micha Seither at (419)372-7482
smicha@bgsu.edu

Division of Student Affairs

HelpMake The
rue

BG

NEWS

niNewspaper
Share your insight, creativity,
ideas and opinions with the
Campus Community

From Page 1
The Community Showcase
will be displayed at the Wood
County District Public Library.
This showcase features work
from II local professional artists
and the Pvrrysburg Art dub.
Burl and other artists will be
present at the library while their
work is displayed.
"Being there gives me the benefit of catching up with the other
local artists," Burl said.
The South Main Commons
Space will feature open working
artist studios, children's activities such as patchwork painting
and newspaper hats, and the
Bowling Green City Schools' K12 Youth Art Month Exhibit
This gallery will be located at
437 S. Main St.
The Youth and Organizations
Gallery will feature work from
Wood Lane's "ability art" program. Wood Lane provides services to individuals with developmental disabilities and mental retardation.
"It's important for us to be a
part of activities and share with
the community the talents that
we have.'' said Liz Sheets, public
relations coordinator at Wood

Lane,

BWf'ing Grttn
Slate Univtr»*y

®

ARTWALK

On display from Wood Lane
will be fabric art. painting and
jewelry.

IRAQ
From Page I
The vote occurred nearly four
years after Bush stood on the
deck of an aircraft carrier before
a banner that read "Mission
Accomplished" — and 113 days
after Democrats took power in
Congress mid vowed to change
course in a war that has cost the
lives of more than 3,300 U.S.
troops.
During Vietnam, a longer
and far deadlier war for U.S.
forces, Congress went years
before it was able to agree on
legislation significantly challenging
presidential
war
policy.
In the current case, any veto
override attempt would occur in
the I louse, and even Democrats
concede they lack the votes to
prevail.
With House Speaker Nancy
Petosi at his side. Reid said
Democrats hoped to have a fol
low-up war-funding bill ready for
the president's signature by June
1. Despite administration claims
to the contrary, he said that was
soon enough to prevent serious
disruption in military operations,
Several Democratic officials
have said they expect the next
measure will jettison the withdrawal timetable, a concession to
Bush. At the same time, they say
they hope to include standards for
the Iraqi government to meet on
issues such as expanding democratic participation and allocating
oil resources.
Bush
and
congressional
Republicans, eager to signal the
public that they do not support
an open-ended commitment to
Iraq, have both embraced these

The Youth and Organizations
Gallery also
is
featuring
works created by students
at BG Montessori, Milton
Center Elementary and Crim
Llcmentary.
This gallery will be housed in
the lluntington National Bank
building at 130 S. Main St.
The University also has featured galleries participating in
the ArtWalk! The Arts Village
will be displaying student
works in their Spring Show at
the Kreischer Quadrangle.
Also, graduate students in
the fine arts program will be
exhibiting thesis work in the
University's fine arts gallery,
which is in the art building.
Various other downtown
merchants will be hosting artists and turning into galleries
for the day. Some of the artists will be attending ArtWalk!
and will be available to discuss
their work and offer demonstrations.
For the first time, ArtWalkl
is offering behind-the-scenes
building
tours.
Featured
tours include the lluntington
National Bank Office Complex,
the Milikin apartments, the
Masonic Temple and the Cla-

y.el Theater.
All tours will be offered from
1 to 4 p.m. Admission to the
entire event is free of charge.
For more information, visit
www.downtownbgohio.org.

so called iM'tichmarks. Unlike
I iemocrats, they generally oppose
using benchmarks to require spec-ilk' actions, such as troop withdrawals.
Rep. John Btx'hner ol Oliio, the
I louse Republican leader, said at
a news conference that the purpose of benchmarks should be
to "see how the Iraqi government
is doing," rather than to establish
deadlines for a troop withdrawal.
Opinion on the issue covered
a wide spectrum. "The only good
measure that exists in Iraq now is
body counts, and that's not a very
gixxl measure," said Sen. Mark
I'ryor of Arkansas, a moderate
Democrat
Congress acted as die top U.S.
military commander in Iraq, Gen.
I )a\id IVtraeus, said at a Pentagon
news conference that the U.S.
mission "may gel harder before it
gets easier."
Less than three months after
Bush announced an increase in
troop strength and a shift in tactics, IVtraeus said improvements
were evident in Ixith Baghdad and
the Anbar Province in western
Iraq. At die same time, he said die
accomplishments "have not come
without sacrifice" and that greater
American losses have resulted
from increased car bombings and
suicide attacks, plus the greater
concentration of U.S. troops
among the Iraqi population.
There were no surprises in
the Senate vote, in which 48
Democrats and one independent joined Republicans Gordon
Smith of Oregon and Chuck
I lagel of Nebraska in supporting
the bill. Sen. Joseph Ijebcrman,
a Connecticut independent who
typically votes with the Democrats,
sided with 45 Republicans in
opposition.

The BG News is now

GREENBRIAR, INC.

accepting applications for

419-352-0717

Summer & Fall
2007 Staffs
•Reporters
• Web Staff
• Staff Editors
• Uideographers
•Opinion Columnists • On-line Media
•Photographers
Assistants
• Graphic Designers
•Copy Editors
J
• Applications are available in 210 or
204 West Hall.
• Interviews will begin week of April 25.
Return completed application and please
sign up for an interview time at 210 West Hall.
Questions or further information? Contact The BG News
at thenews@bgnews.com

2007 HOUSING SPECIAL
803ThurstlnAwe
Remodeled 5 bedroom
2 bath, unfurnished house
Limit 5-lease 8/11/07-8/6/08

518lerowAwe
4 bedroom, 1 bath house
furnished
Limit 4-lease 8/15/07-8/6/08

1021 Klotz Road
3 bedroom 1 bath house
unfurnished, remodeled kitchen
Limit 3 - lease Available Now

3l6FrazeeAve
REMODELED 4 bedroom house
1 bath, unfurnished, 2 car garage
Limit 3 - lease Available Now

445 F Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402
419 352 0717

Hours
Mon-Fn 9am 5pm
Saturday 9am-l|)m

www.greenbriarrentals.com

CAMPUS
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University founds institute to
promote faculty research
ByS.r.hColbry
Reporter

I ii 2(MKi. i he University established
the BGSU Research Institute, and
in May it will become a reality.
According to John lolkins,
chief executive officer of the institute, the institute is a non-profit
corporation, separate from the
University, that is designed to
develop intellectual properties.
'The corporation has a hoard
of directors," lolkins said, adding that the University's Board
of Trustees was responsible for
appointing these directors.
The five directors chosen have
experience as business executives, and the three ex-officio
directors are University faculty

members.
The directors include Charles
Bayer, George Baty, Daniel Keller
and Bruce Nyberg, all of which
are BGSU alumni, and Charles
Stocking, The three ex-officio
directors include Milton Baker.
Ronald Schercr and Sheila
Roberts.
The goal of the institute is to
take faculty members' creative
ideas to the market sector and
make them available to the public, lolkins said. This will create a

bridge between the creations and
their benefits to the public.
Two creations that have been
proposed to the institute are the
hybrid booster driveand a monoclonal antibody.a material to help
defend against disease. The institute is trying to find a company
to produce the booster drive and
working with a company to make
the monoclonal antibody commercially available.
Heinz llulmahn. vice provost
for research and dean of the
Graduate College, is the institute's
connection to the University, as
he works closely with I'olkins and
knows of the research activities
on campus.
"The intent of this is to more
effectively harness creative and
innovative ideas that are produced by faculty, staff and even
students," he said.
According to Bulmahn, the
institute will partner with the
faculty member or student and
test their ideas to see if they can
be protected with a patent. They
also will determine if there is a
market for the idea. The institute
provides a better way to move
ideas from the University to the
public Bulmahn said.
(Undjf Price, associate vice pro-

vost for research administration,
works with the management sector of the intellectual property
development.
"The responsibility of this
office is to monitor all the grants
and contracts that come in for
faculty research," she said, while
adding the office will assist faculty through the disclosure process
and committee structure.
Once a patent is applied for,
the research institute will begin
to work with the faculty member.
The faculty member then has two
choices to market his or her idea:
Either license it to an already
existing company or start a spinoff company.
The University works with a
RegionalGrowthPartnershipgroup
called "Meet the Researchers" for
faculty members who arc interested in creating a spin - off company
"Meet the Researchers" is designed
to introduce faculty members
ideas to people who can support
the creation of the company.
The next step of the Research
Institute is to hire a licensing officer, Price said. Folkins is in the
process of getting this approved,
and once an officer is hired, the
first thing they will do is make
external contacts.

Designated drivers get free soda
ByTimNaida
Reporter

If designated drivers needed more
of a reward than saving lives, they
have one now
The Wellness Connection and
Bacchus/Gamma are offering
cards to University students who
volunteer as designated drivers
that will get them free soft drinks
from participating bars.
Participating businesses include
Howard's dub H, Easy Street Cafe,
Nate and Wally's Fish Bowl and
Uptown/Downtown Bar and Deli.
Jeannie Sabaroff, a graduate assistant for the Wellness
Connection, said the program
was started at the beginning of
this year.
"The cards encourage students

to use or be a designated driver,"
she said.
Although the idea seems generally well received by students,
some are skeptical about its effectiveness.
Sophomore Jamie Watson, who
recently turned 21, said she sees
the designated driver cards as a
good thing, but also believes that
more should l>e done.
"I think they're a good idea but
I don't know how many students
would actually do it," Watson said.
"Maybe there should lie more
incentive than a free coke."
Other students Ix'lieve it could
be easy to abuse the card.
Sophomore Bre Kreuz said
she believes that the cards are a
good idea, but only when used

"I think they're a
good idea but I don't

Friday. April 212007 5

Transcendence develops GET A LIFE
gender activism awards
CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Some evwits laVcn from evenrsbqiueoSj

Joelle Ruby
Ryan
Transcendence
President

&

'With the
presentation, I

All residence hall lobbies, convenience stores, and Union lobby

wanted to give
people inspiration."

By Dana Freem.tn

. event
When You Move Out
Don't Throw It Out

WCC Information Days
204 South Hall

Joelle Ruby Ryan ] President

Reporter

Amidst last night's storm, a
celebration was taking place
in the Union recognizing
sexuality and gender activism
on campus and in the community.
Transcendence president,
loelle llubv Ryan, decided to
establish the Sexuality and
Gender Activism Appreciation
Awards in 2007 after noticing
what she considered a "tremendous amount of work and
activism."
Before presenting the
awards, a slideshow presentation, prepared by Ryan,
was shown focusing on global activism projects such as
anti-war efforts, the widening
gap between upper and lower
classes, gay marriage, illegal immigration and hatred
against transgendered people.
The presentation concluded
with an overview of BGSII's
involvement in those areas.
"With the presentation, I
wanted to give people inspiration." Ryan said.
Master of Ceremonies, graduate student Jeannie Sabaroff,
was chosen to present the
awards due to her involvement
with Transcendence. Sabaroff
is doing her graduate research

on transgenderism.
"I'm looking to do a thesis
on transgendered college sin
dents and how they relate to
substance abuse and campus
climate, "Sabaroff said.
For their first year of the
Sexuality and Gender Activism
Awards, sponsors Vision.
NARAL Pro-Choice BGSU.
the t Irganization for Women's
Issues and Bacchus (lamina,
gave out awards in five categories.
These categories include
Feminism, (lender Equality
andWomen'sl ihcration;l.GB'T
Rights. Support and Visibility;
Transgender
Liberation;
Pro-Choice, Reproductive
Rights and Health Activism;
and Safer Sex Advocacy and
Comprehensive Sexuality

Education.
One recipient of a Safer Sex
Advocacy and (Comprehensive
Sexuality F.diicationaward was
2006-2007 Bacchus Gamma
president, Ashley Sair.
Sair was aware thai she was
nominated for an award, but
didn't know she received it
until the ceremony. However,
she wasn't surprised by topic
of the award she received,
"It is my passion, my topic,
my fight." Sair said.

Transcendence Meeting
Women's Center

SMART Pool Party
Recreational Center

6:30 - 8
Early Show: We Are
Marshall
Union Theatre

Reception: MFA Thesis
Exhibition II
Dorothy Uber Bryan. Willard
Wankelman and Union Galleries

Footlights Dance
Concert
Whitney Dance Studio. 222
Eppler

Navigating with Lewis &

Clark
Followed by stargazing in the
Observatory il weather permits on
Friday and Sunday evenings. $1 donation Sill (
112 Physical Sciences

know how many
students would
actually do it,"
• in | bludent

"People shouldn't use them after
having a beer, Kreuz said. "Being a
designated driver is the ultimate
form of responsibility."
Fjliwr's Note: Students interested
in getting designated driver cards
am gel them in 170 Health (X'nter
on Mondays and Wednesdays
between 9a.m. and4:30 p.m.

properly.

Students arm themselves with alarms
By Jennifer Burk
MCT

MACON. Ga. — Mercer University
students who don't feel safe on a
nighttime walk through campus
soon will have the option of setting
an alann to notify campus police if
they don't reach their destination.
That's just one of the features
included in a new cell phone plan
designed specifically for Mercer
students.

MECCA
Management Inc.

Starting this fall, all Mercer freshmen — officials anticipate about
B20 of them — will lie enrolled
in the cell phone plan, said Terry
Whittum, senior Vibe president for
enrollment management. Current
students may decide if they wish
to purchase a plan, but they are
not required to.
Mercer is one of a growing
number of universities that offer
students a cell phone pkm with
admission. Georgia Gwinnctt

College also plans to offer die technology in die fall.
The Mercer cell phone plan,
which is supported by Rave
Wireless and Sprint Nextel, will
allow campus administrators to
better communicate with students
"Even with the land lines in (the
residence halls], there was always
the issue of being able to communicate with our students."
Whittum said.

COME IN AND SIGN A
RESERVATION AGREEMENT
TODAY AND WE WILL GIVE YOU A
$25.00 GIFT CERTIFICATE TO
MYLES PIZZA!!

EARN MONEY AND PREPARE FOR YOUR FUTURE.

$25.00 MYLES COUPON $25.00 MYLES COUPON
1045 N. Main St. Bowling Green, OH. 43402 419-353-5800 info@meccabg.com
www.meccabg.com
*CERTAIN TERMS & RESTRICTIONS APPLY*

BRANCH CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE
Imagine building a strong resume with solid professional experience before you
graduate At National City, we provide the opportunity to learn and grow and can
start you on your path to professional success. Take advantage of our encouraging
and educational work environment And with our many convenient branch locations,
you won't have far to travel. Discover how our part time works for you
Let's get to work.
Visit NationalCity.com/experiencel32 today.

National City
Nationality com | C2007. National City Corporation.
National City Corporation subsidiaries and member banks aie Equal Opportunity Employers
National City does not fine individuals in F-l or 1-1 status for trainee positions. National City
requires candidates to submit to ^employment drug screening
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PEOPLE ON

IE STREET

"I just had one for
IPC102."

MEGAN LEE. Freshman.
Education

1

to terror

flawed

See TERROR | Page 5

Edward Falco. in an e-mail to Cho Seung-Hui's playwriting classmates, on not second-guessing their response to warning signs, from Newsweek.com.
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Have you ever had a final exam the week before exam week?
"I do have a takehome exam, but it's
due during finals
week

"I wish."

SEDASOR. Senior.
Tourism Administration

ELISWYMANOWSKI.
Senior Mechanical
Engineering

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Christians have been
misrepresented
()n Tuesday I saw a man
preaching in front of the
Union. He was using Jesus'
name to preach and should be
respected for his boldness.
But I found him to be a judgmental man. It seems that he
came to scorn not uplift.
Last week we had the abortion people come to campus
and I saw people trying lo drag
Christianity into the issue. You
probably would l>e justified to
ill I Ml.

The Patriol Act. Three words
referring to one of the mosl
controversial pieces of legislature tti ever pass into United
States law.
Whether it's constitutional or
not has been heavily debated
and will continue t<> do so as
long as it's in existence.
Bui there's another Patriot
Act you might have forgotten
about, or link, maybe you
didn't even know it existed.
That would be the Ohio
Patriot Act, signed into law in
I letober 2005 by then-governor
Hob Tall. The law was supposed to supplement the USA
Patriol Act by increasing the
ability of Ohio authorities to
light terrorism.
The problem with the Ohio
Patriot Act is that it is not only
overkill, but that it creates
mure issues than it solves. It
might have been passed with
noble intentions, but the Ohio
Patriot Act is a waste of space
in Ohio's legal codes.
Pot those who are paid by
the University, you might have
already encountered one part
of the Ohio Patriot Act: a form
you are required to sign stating
that you have not assisted or
supported a terrorism-related
organization.
The answers on the form are
in simple yes and no format.
Inn let's be honest; who the
hell is going to admit to something like this? Maybe really
stupid criminals, but if you're
already seerelly Supporting
lerrorisi groups, why would
you suddenly tell the truth on
a form? It just doesn't make
any sense that this form is supposed tr) catch people funding
terrorist groups, and its implementation is already stirring
up controversy.
The Toledo Blade reported
in April 2006 on a lawsuit filed
by thcACI.il of Ohio resulting
from this form.
The soil was filed on behalf
of lawyer Marc Triplet t.
who had objected to the
Bellefoiuaine Municipal
Court's requirement that he
sign the form as a condition
of receiving court appointments to represent indigent
defendants.
While it might be a safeguard against bringing someone into court who works with
terrorist groups. Triplett's
cases concerned mostly
smaller cases, like drunk-driving convictions. I don't recall
Dills being a form of terrorism, or there would be a lot of
American citizens being held
at Guantanamo Bay right now.
The fact that his bill passed
with bipartisan support is per-

""There's no need to add to the pain with guilt. - Virginia Tech professor

But I'm nni a Christian who
is telling you what to think.
I do however want to explain
to you what a Christian is or
should be and what I think the
majority of Christians would
agree with.
Now many of you have
seen horrible examples of
Christians on campus lately.
Christians who have put
their political beliefs before
their faith.
People who have decided
that loving you is second to
what they think is right and
wrong.
Now I respect these people
for being bold in their faith but
I pray that they would become
more bold in sharing Christ
rather than their political
beliefs.
I pray that those of you who
have been wronged by any
Christian realize that we are
still humans and still sin and
fall short of the glory of God;
Humans 3:23 and 7: 15 are just

two perfect quotes for this.
I apologize myself for being
a bad example of a Christian.
I still sin. I don't always show
love to everyone, but through
lesus and lesus alone I know
that I will do much better at
this than any human could do
alone.
I guess I also apologize
for any Christian who has
wronged you.
To the Christians on campus
remember we are sinners and
are not to be judgmental of
anyone. Their sin is between
them and God.
We are to share our faith
through love. I ask you if
you have a political belief,
keep it political don't turn
people away from Christianity
because of your political
beliefs.
Be bold in Christ with love.
—Setm Milhoan. junior.
Accounting/aidFinance,

S0annvtt9bgsti6du.
Letter was offensive,
unfair to students
My letter is in response to a letter that was written to the editor by Ronald Collier on April
26,2007.
I believe his letter was
extremely opinionated for
someone who didn't even
attend the party.
Everyone who attended this
party did not bring so-called
"street mentality." 1 truly
believe that you are misjudg-

ing people with your ignorant
statements, and that you are
giving police acceptance for
what they did.
Spraying pepper spray into
a crowd of innocent students
who were trying to have a
good time is disrespectful and
unruly on their part.
The situation could have
been handled much better,
and this "mayhem'' you talk
about was single-handedly
caused by the people to whom
you are giving praise.
Racism did occur on
Saturday evening, and I'm sure
it won't be the last time.
It's hard enough walking
around this campus knowing
that I am the minority and
having constantly to defend
myself as a black student.
Your letter is stereotyping black students and has
immensely offended a lot of
people.
The last thing I want to say
is. if ever in your life you are
offended, disrespected or discriminated against, you just
remember your words and
realize that maybe what you
said wasn't the best thing to
say.
Your words really hit me
emotionally and 1 speak for
all the students who attended
the party that night when I say
your words are upsetting and
prejudiced.
—Brittany■Washington,
Freshman, Journalism.
britnlwte'ligsu.erfn.

"No, actually I
haven't"

k

VISIT US AT
BGHEWS.COM

Have your own tale on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion lor
a question' Give us your
feedback at bgnewsxom.

DAVE HILLYARD.
Junior. Mechanical
Engineering

Citizens must revive
the democratic process

9

m W CHAD PUTERBAUGH
■9,
COLUMNIST

The date is rapidly approaching when the Iraq spending bill
finally makes it to President
Bush's veto stamp.
The Democrats, proposing
a det i n in1 withdrawal date
from Iraq, are making a loud
statement: No war without a
timetable.
The bill, as I'm sure you're all
familiar, requires that the president set a definite timetable
for when the troops will leave
Iraq. In exchange, the troops
will receive the additional
funding the president requires.
Bush has repeatedly for the
past few weeks threatened
to veto the bill. However,
Democrats seem to have no
intentions of making the legislation more flexible. Ironically
(though tactfully), the
Republicans are siding with the
Democrats to allow the bill to
pass swiftly through Congress.
Of course, the end of the
line for this bill is an inevitable veto. President Bush has
accused the left of stalling;
congress has accused Bush of
abusing power: the voters just
want out.
What started as a presidency
of unchecked power has since
evolved into a war between two
branches of government, each
flexing its political muscle.
On the one hand lies the
Republican executive branch.

war-torn and committed. On
the other band lies the newly
elected Democratic Congress,
fresh and upset.
On either side of this partisan debate, players are engaging in a large-scale game of cat
and mouse. Using all the tricks
of the trade, the war between
the branches has become quite
a spectacle.
Tactics include: strategic voting, signing statements, insinuating unpatriotic behavior and
altogether wanton disregard
for the voters.
But this is hardly new.
Anytime the House and the
presidency are held by opposing parties, the partisan feuding is at its most vicious.
In times like this, it seems
like the voice of the people is
often lost; politicians become
so worried about the other side
that their constituents are forgotten.
I low, then, are politicians
making decisions? If they're
ignoring the public, just whom
are they paying attention to?
Several things, really. What
must be considered when making policy or any sort of legislation is far more diverse than
most people realize. What factors are most important? How
about public opinion? foreign
opinion? lobbyists? Partisan
opinion? Morals? The church?
Scientists?
Such is the nature of the
game. Politics is no longer
a place for ideals and moral
leverage, but a realm for
scratching backs and selling
See PETITION | Page 5

Columnists claims are untrue
MICHAEL HARRINGTON I GUEST COLUMNIST

TAR* MCGINNIS

STAFF EDITORIAL I EXAM WEEK

Keep an eye on your credit hours
Raise your hand if you're crazy enough to
lake 18 credit hours a semester.
, In college the stigma of taking more
than, say, 15 hours is that you're a bookworm.
Who would subject themselves lo six classes
and all the homework that accompanies it?
Well, as it turns out it's these "bookworms"
who are more likely to graduate in the prescribed four years.
According to an article in today's BG News,
those students who take 12-15 hours every
semester won't graduate on time unless they
compensate by taking summer classes or spending a few semesters taking 18 hours.
The reason for this is simple mathematics: if
a student were to take 15 hours every semester

THE BG NEWS
HOLLY ABRAMS, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green. Ohio 434051 Phone; (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

for four years (not
YOU DECIDE
including summer!
How many credit
they would still be
hours do you lake during a
two hours short of the
semesler? Send an e-mail to
122 hour graduation
thenews@bgnewscom and
requirement.
tell us what you think, or post
By contrast, asmfeedback on our Web site
dent taking 18 hours
every semester will
graduate a semester early.
The University requirement to be considered a
full-time student is only 12 hours.
But The BG News feels students need to be
aware that this is not the bare minimum and if
treated as such, expect it to take more than five
years to get your bachelor's degree.

LAREN WEBER. EXECUTIVE EDITOR
CANDICE JONES, CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR
USA HALVERSTADT, CITY NEWS EDITOR
ALISON KEMP. FEATURES EDITOR
DAVE HERRERA, IN FOCUS EDITOR
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CHELCI HOWARD, PULSE EDITOR
JASON RENTNER, PHOTO EDITOR
RACHEL GREENFIELD. DESIGN EDITOR
BRANDON NOBLE, ONLINE EDITOR
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The BG News op-ed entitled
"Pro-life group using scare
tactics, lies" accuses the Center
for Bio Ethical Reform of photo
fraud in its display of aborted
baby images as part of the
Genocide Awareness Project
(GAP) which appeared on the
BGSU campus on April 16-17,
2007.
The accusation is based
entirely on the statement of an
abortion clinic worker/protester
who said, "The signs that say
nine to 10 week old are false,"
but moreover, "at that age, a
fetus is still microscopic."
Relying on the words of one
source (a person who admits
to killing babies in an abortion
clinic) for "facts" is at best shoddy journalism and at worst, it
presents the author with a legal
liability if found untrue.
To verify the authenticity
of abortion pictures, CBR has
expert testimony of physicians
who have formerly practiced
abortion medicine.
One example of authentication is contained in a letter
received from Anthony P.
Levatino, M.D., J.D. Dr. Levatino

"We encourage
anyone who wishes
to verify the truth
to examine the
embryology photos...
used in medical
schools all over the
world."
is both a physician and attorney
and he says the following:
"1, the undersigned, having
performed induced abortions
earlier in my career, have examined the photos depicting the
aborted human embryos and
fetuses used by The Center for
Bio-Ethical Reform in their
public education projects. It is
my professional opinion that the
photos depict aborted human
embryos and fetuses and that
the depicted aborted human
embryos and fetuses are accurately captioned as to age, in
See PHOTOS | Page 5

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are
lo be fewer than 300 words. These
are usually in response to a curreni
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the Bowling Green area.
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TERROR
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haps frightening in a number
of ways. It really makes me
wonder how many people in
Columbus bothered to read
the entire bill before voting on
it, because there are serious
constitutional issues contained
within it.
In the same Blade article,
Greg Saul, aid to the bill's
sponsor, Sen. Jeff (acobson (R,
Vandalia), said, "This is preventative. If it's uncovered that
they're involved in a plot but
the attack hasn't been carried
out yet, you could charge them
with lying on the questionnaire. The whole goal is to prevent them from carrying out an
attack."
And charging them with
lying is going to stop them
from carrying out the attack?
Are you serious?
Yes, lying on this form is considered a fifth-degree felony,

punishable by up to a year in
jail, but the idea that this single
form is going to stop terrorists
attacks from being carried out
by detecting liars is ridiculous.
Also of note is the fact that
this law makes it an arrestable
crime to refuse to give a law
enforcement official your
name, address and birth date
if they suspect you have committed, are currently committing, or are planning to
commit a criminal act, according to a report from WEWS in
Cleveland.
The first two parts are reasonable enough, but the last
section is far too broad in its
scope.
Anyone can be judged to be
planning to privately commit
a criminal act, and the only
thing that is required to be
asked for this information is
suspicion by law enforcement.
In addition, according to the
weekly newspaper Columbus
Alive, the law allows for the
Department of Public Safety

to declare a site lo be a terrorist-sensitive site. After doing
so, law enforcement officials
can request the II) of anyone
at a terrorist sensitive site,
which can be anywhere the
Department of Public Safety
decrees.
For more sensitive sites,
this might be beneficial, but
what about sporting events or
concerts? To collect all of the
information and look over all
of it would he far too time consuming, and il does little to dissuade terrorists from attacking
these venues.
It's time that the Ohio Patriot
Act and its effects got a good
look at, and that either the law
is amended or gotten rid of.
Instead of helping fight terrorism, the Ohio Patriot Act is an
example of legislative stupidity that is more nuisance than
deterrent.

f XHN MtCAIN AND THE "\
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Send comments to Brian Stabekki at
bszabel@bgsuedu
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favors. Political campaigns
have become immense centers
for calculations, risk assessment and poll watching.
For instance, should a politician be for or against late-term
abortions? Well, how many
votes will he or she lose? What
is the party stance? What do
the lobbyists say?
The end effect is that the
voice of the voter no longer
carries much influence at all.
Democracy, rule by the people,
has withered into something
closer to rule by the institution.
Sure, the people still elect
politicians to office, but their
subsequent decisions are made
by considering much more
tlian "Will 1 get votes?"

There is an entire unseen
world of influence to be considered before every political stance. Voting is but one
dimension of a multi-variable
political equation.
The fate of democracy, however, may not be sealed. The
people can still have their voices heard amongst the clamor of
interest groups.
For instance, the people
of Massachusetts have just
recently introduced legislation for their legislative bodies
to vote on. How? Petitions.
Though I disagree with their
marriage amendment idea,
I applaud their use of democratic tools.
What do you do when the
politicians are not listening lo
you? What can we do to make
our voices heard?
Remember the basics!
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Protests, petitions, writing letters and collecting signatures
are all forms of influencing
your congressperson. The creation of laws is in your hands
as well, as Massachusetts has
clearly demonstrated.
Also, as a last resorl, the
threat of recall elections is
looming to any politician!
I urge you, then, if you
don't agree with government/party/rcpresentative's
choices, make a change!
Remember the tools you have
at your disposal; democracy
has not forgotten you.
Though it may seem that the
system doesn't listen, perhaps
it is just that we are not speaking loud enough.
Send comments toChadPuteibdugb at
c»puten?ibgsu.edu
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weeks since fertilization."
Abortion proselytes at The
BG News accused CBR of
mislabcling'older fetuses and
marklingl them as younger."
No accusation is more easily
debunked.
Every one of our photos
includes some common object
which acts as a size reference.
We encourage anyone who
wishes to verify the truth to
examine the embryology photos in the following academic
texts, used in medical schools
all over the world:
a.. William's Obstetrics. 20th
Edition,
b. The Color Atlas of Clinical
Embryology, 2nd Edition
(This reference contains age to
crown/rump length).
But don't take our word it.

Doubters can dial-up www.
abortionNO.org and hold
these textbook illustrations
next to the hundreds of abortion photos.
When measuring the images,
bearin mind that many of the
first trimester aborted babies
shown have been torn apart by
the termination procedure.
Abortion stretches, tears
and otherwise distorts the
soft tissue of (hese very small
unborn babies.
Of course, no amount of
evidence will satisfy dogmatic
pro-abortionists.
Impugning the accuracy
of our pictures is the same
sort of tactic used by neoNazis in response to condemnation of the Holocaust.
Skinheads just say deathcamp photos are fake.
They say the Holocaust
never happened, and the Final
Solution is a slanderous, antiArian fairytale.

Pro-abortionists likely
wouldn't acknowledge the legitimacy of any abortion photos,
even if they look the pictures
themselves — of abortions performed in their very presence.
Bui for sincere quest ioners,
those who inquire in good faith,
the foregoing sources will quiet
every reasonable concern.
Finally, in the past, CBR has
challenged those who consider
('.Bit's abortion images inaccurate, like Planned Parenthood,
to sue us for photo fraud.
After 10 years of displaying
these images on university
campuses no one has taken us
upon our challenge.
I wonder win? CouId it be
that the Genocide Awareness
Project (GAP) accurately depicts
the reality thai abortion is an
act of violence thai kills a baby?
Portions of the guest column ate taken from
the Center for bo-ethicalRetomis Website

Your University. Your Store
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(ell us your used books,
no matter where you purchased them

[April 25 to May 5
April 25 & 26: 9:00 am-7:30 pm
kpril 7: 9:00 am-5:30 pm; April 28 & 29: Noon-5:30 pm
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%*m
I May 4: 9:00 am-7:00 pm; May 5: 9:00 am-Noon
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HPV

lest." she said. It's frustrating,
especially when you're at school
and your gynecologist is two

From Page 1
including bleeding, swelling, bloating and cramping.
I he dangerous cells were K""''
bin the HPV virus thai caused
II ten i is something thai Lastoria
must continue to live with.
Ironically. Lastoria's surgery occurred l;i--i Ink. just one
month after the Federal Dint;
Administration
approved
GardasiL ■< new vaccine which
prevents lour of the ni'V types
that cause about 70 percent of all
cervical cancer and two of the
HPV types thai cause 90 percent
ui genital wans. HPV, or human
papillomavirus, is a sexuall)
transmitted disease that affects
about "iii percent ol sexuall)
active people, according to the
( enter lor Disease (milnil. lint
most people with lll'\ have no
symptoms and vei\ few" nun
into cancer, according to die
American Cancer Society.
Cervical cancer lias declined
about.")() percent in die United
Slates in the past three decades
due to early detection from I'ap
tests. However, it is still predicted
thattherewillbell,150newi asrs
ot cervical cancel causing3,760
deaths in 2007, according to the
American Cancer Society. About
hall ol cervical cancel cases
are found in women between
35 and 55 years old. hut the)
were most likely exposed to the1

high-risk HPV during their teens
and 20s.
I jsloria said iishc had know n
about the vaccine last summer
she definitely would have gotten il. Miiiciuiih she had the
precancerous cells removed.
she will always be at a higher
risk to develop cervical cancer.
And because of her high risk,
she has to visit hei docloi C\CT\

three months for at least the next
couple years.
"It's expensive and it's not co\
ered under insurance because
it's not a regularly yearly i'ap

hours away at home.'
Lastoria could still get the vaccine in order to prevent infection ol any of the other three
cancel causing HPV strands,
but it won't get ridot the one she
ahead) has, The Hl'V vaccine.
GardasiL is most effective on
women who have never had sex
and is recommended for women

ages nine through 26,
I he Student Health Center
has ahead) given out W) vaccines since it first started carry
ing them in lanuary. Although
the price varies depending on
insurance and doctor costs, the
list pi ice of the vaccine is $360
total leu the set of three slu.lv
Hie sec mid shot is given two
months alter the lirst and the
third is given six months after
the first. The most commonly
cited side effects include pain
at the injection site, lever, nausea and dizziness, according to

Merck, the maker of GardasiL
rhe American Canoa Society
is pushing leu all 11-and 12 year
old gills in get the vaccine in
older to catch them before they

become sexuall) active. Some
states are even trying to make
it mandatory lor girls to have

before entering sixth grade. But
where does this leave BGSU students?
Dr. Glenn I gclman. director
,niel physician in chief of the
Student Health Center, said all
college-aged women should
consider getting the vaccine
even if they have already been
sexually active.
"I he FDA has approved it for
up to age 26 - kind of a catch
up since the) missed il when
the) wen- il or 12," he said. "At
any one point in time someone
could have not had exposure
and then they could gel exposed.
B) definition it's going to be less
effective because it someone's
ahead) been exposed you can't
prevent the exposure from

becominga problem, but there's
still it benefit to getting the vaccine, byall means."
In order to raise awareness,
the nurses in the Student I lealth
Center always promote and
hand out information about
(iardasil when women come in

fwanywornen'sheakh issue. But
I gclman said students almost
have to IK- living under a rock to
not see the "One Leas" commercials promoting the vaccine.
Sue Perkins, a nurse practitioner in the health center, said college st udents arc very savvy and
many have already researched
the vaccine. She finds that the
price is often what holds college
students back. Some insurance
companies pay for the expensive
vaccine, but most do not. And
C iardasil is not covered by the
University health insurance.
"In general insurance doesn't
cover vaccines," I gclman said.
"Insurance is backwards. In
general they tend not to cover
things that prevent you from
gelling sick."
Allison Opelt, senior, said she
hears about the vaccine in commercials all the time and talked
to her mom about getting it.
"It's pretty expensive but it's
worth il," she said, "lust because
you never know."
Another factor holding some
women back is the fact that the
vaccine is so new. It was only
officially approved June8,2006.
"I say you're right, you're right
to question that," Perkins said.
"I can say that the Federal Drug
Administration does studies up
the vvazoo. This has been studied for years before they would
ever approve this. But it's like
any other vaccine, you've got
to weigh the risks and the benefits."
Parents also have criticized
the vaccine because they worry
their young daughters will
think they can have sex without any consequences to their
health. Opelt disagreed with this
assumption.

JAYCAKRS
RESPONDING: Attorney General Alberto Gonzales talks about the Justice Department's anti-gang initiative at the Pathways to Peace
program m Rochester. NY. Thursday. Apiil 26.2007. On Thursday. Republican presidential contends John McCain reiterated that Gonzales
should leave office amid the growing furor ovei the firings of eight federal prosecutors.

New list of internal dept. docs
By Lara Jakes Jordan
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON — The lusticc
Department released a list of
internal documents Thursday
focusing on lawmakers' concerns and media questions
about the firings ol eight federal
prosecutors, but the department
resisted congressional demands
for copies of the memos.
The list of 159 e-mails and
memos. spanning nearly three
months, at the least demonstrates concern about how the
dismissals were being publicly
received before I hey erupted
Into a firestorm that has resulted in calls for Attorney General
Alberto Gonzales to resign.
The small pile of documents,
sent to Capitol I fill on Thursday
night, also included e-mails

about articles published in The
Washington Post and The New
York Times that quoted unidentified lusticc officials justifying the firings. A government
official, speaking on condition of anonymity because ol"
the sensitivity of the situation,
said congressional investigators
requested those two stories to
determine who the unidentified
officials were.
The new documents were
released on the eve of closeddoor congressional testimony
by Deputy Attorney General
Paul McN'ulty. Documents listed as not being released were
all authored by Kyle Sampson,
Gonzales' former chief of staff,
who resigned March 12 over the
handling of the firings.
The list briefly describes each
document being withheld. It

shows that many of the memos
and e-mails involve internal
discussions over conversations
with lawmakers.
"Request for information
from Sen. F.nsign re: dismissal
of Bogden," reads the description of one, dated Dec. 8 — two
days after Nevada U.S. Attorney
Daniel Bodgen and six other
prosecutors were ordered to
quit. "Discussion with Sen.
Pryor staff re: ways a person can
become a USA," reads another
on Dec. 18. "USA" stands for U.S.
attorney.
The senators named in the
e-mails are John Ensign, ft-Nev.,
and Mark Pryor, D-Ark. Pryor
had objected to the firing of U.S.
Attorney Bud Cummins of Little
Hock, who was replaced by Tim
Griffin.aprolegeofWhiteHouse
political adviser Karl Rove.

You Want it? We Got it!
Apartments Available for Rent

2007-2008
1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
517 REED STREET-AtThurstin.
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bdrm. & One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- S465
One Year - One Person Rate - $400

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE

707-727 THIRD STREET - One Bedroom.

839 SEVENTH STREET

Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $395
One Year - One Person Rate - $350

Unfurnished, One bath. Dishwasher.
School Year - One Person Rate- $460
One Year - One Person Rate - $395

825 THIRD STREET- Pets Allowed!

810-815 FOURTH STREET

Furnished or Unfurnished, One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $465
One Year - One Person Rate - $410

Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm, One Bath,
School Year - One Person Rate- $435
One Year - One Person Rate - $370

Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm. One Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $385
One Year - One Person Rate - $350

2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS

this summer.
'

Monday - Friday
10am -4pm
Pharmacy open

—

Students can take care of all their
healthcare needs this summer,
ie exams, illness, immunizations
allergy injections, etc.

831 SEVENTH
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $560
One Year - Two Person Rate - $485

810 FIFTH; 649,707 SIXTH;
818 SEVENTH
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $565
One Year • Two Person Rate - $475

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE
Unfurnished, 11II baths, Dishwasher.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $630
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530

www bgsu.edu/heallh
521 E. MERRY -NearOffenhauer
Furn. or Unfurn. Two Bdrm. One Bath
School Year - Two Person Rate- $655
One Year - Two Person Rate - $565

402 HIGH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn, One bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $590
One Year - Two Person Rate - $490

701 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., Two bdrm.
One bath w/ Vanity in each bdrm.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520

835 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., Two Bedroom.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $590
One Year - Two Person Rate - $490

840-850 SIXTH STREET

505 CLOUGH-Behind Kinko's.
Two Furn. or Unfurn., One bath & Vanity. School
Year - Two Person Rate- $630
One Year • Two Person Rate - $530

EFFICIENCIES

Furn. or Unfurn., Two Full baths.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $650
One Year • Two Person Rate - $540

PETS ALLOWED AT:
PETS ALLOWED with a $250 nonrefundable pet
deposit in the following buildings:

451 THURSTIN AVENUE
Across the street from Offenhauer

517 E. Reed Street
403 High Street
825 Third Street
802 Sixth Street
831 Seventh Street

Furnished efficiency apartments with full bath,
assigned parking and laundry in the building
School Year - One Person Rate- $395
One Year - One Person Rate • $365

640 Eighth Street
841 Eighth Street
725 Ninth Street
733,755,777 Manville

• Furnished or Unfurnished for Same Price
• Water, Sewer, Trash are FREE

SUMMER RENTALS AVAILABLE
May 12,2007 to August 4,2007 Noon

We Still have a Selection of Houses Available for 2007-2008

.--JOHN

.

NEWLOVE
JEW SitaU, Inc.

Phone 419-372-2271
To schedule an appointment

■ I

III.1

- 11

• ■ ■ •

319 E. Wooster Streat. Bowling Gratn, OH
(Located Across From Taco Bell)
Rental Office; 419-354-2260
Hours Mon. thru Fri. 8:30-5:30 Sat 8:30-5:00
www.fohnnewloverealestate com

'We've got a place for everyone!'

BRING IN THIS AD AND SAVE!
Zero Money Down - No Deposit
RENT SPECIAL
3 Bedrooms from $895"" c"~"'* •"""""
2 Bedrooms from $735°" ;*"•«»■"" *««'«'«
PLUS RECEIVE
New Living Room Carpet
anda Washer & Dryer In your apanrnm.

0ta SignUpToday! (&
GREENBRIAR, INC.

i

[419)352-0717

STATE
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ABC accused of exploiting

Police arrest student
after deadly threats

LVNNISCHAY

A.'IM'

RECORD-BREAKER: James Filiaqgi talked about his originally scheduled Feb. 13 e>ecutron for [he murder of his wife during an interview at the Mansfield Correctional Institution
in Mansfield. Ohio Filiaggi had asked Friday for an emergency delay so he can (Oin a lawsuit
declaring death by iniection unconstitutional The delay was denied and he was executed
Tuesday

Inmate breaks records
By Andrew Welsh-Huggins

person executed in Ohio, the
nation's second-busiest death
penalty state, since 1999.
Another execution is scheduled
for next month.
College roommate Sean
Recchi said Piliaggi was passionate about friends, regularly
sending Christmas, birthday
and anniversary cards from
prison.
"The reason everyone came
around is because he always
had everybody else's back," said
Recchi, 38. a 1993 Ohio grad who
now runs a bar in Lancaster in
central Ohio. "If you ever needed
anything, he'd be there for you."
Other visitors included students who lived near liliaggi at
Ohio and fellow members of the
college rugby team.
On the night of Ian. 24. 1994,
liliaggi hunted down his exwife, Lisa Huff liliaggi, forcing
his way into a neighbor's home
where he found her hiding. She
tried to get away, but he shot her
In the head.

The Associated Press

COI.UMBUS—A man executed

for chasing down and killing
his ex-wife received the highest number of death house visitors — 24 — since Ohio resumed
puttinginmatestodeathin 1999,
records show.
lames liliaggi met with his
mother and father, sisters, a
Roman Catholic priest and
numerous friends, most from
Ohio University where liliaggi
attended college, before he was
executed on Tuesday, according to a prison log of Piliaggi's
last 26 hours reviewed by The
Associated Press.
The log also revealed a little
known fact about post-execution procedures in Ohio: liliaggi
was the seventh inmate whose
body was anointed in oil and
prayed over in a short religious
ceremony by the prison systems'
spiritual adviser.
Piliaggi, 41, was the 25th

CINCINNATI (AP) — A
University of Cincinnati student upset about a grade told
an adviser that he would top
the massacre at Virginia lech
in which a gunman killed 32
people and himself, campus
police said.
Karsten Taylor, 37, of
Cincinnati,
was
arrested
Wednesday and booked into the
I lamilton County lustice Center,
according to online jail records,
lie was charged with inducing
panic, a misdemeanor.
Mice said Taylor made the
threat Monday in a phone call
to an adviser in the College of
Arts and Sciences. The adviser
informed police.
"If you think Virginia Tech
was something, wait till I
come up there," Taylor was
accused of saying, according

"If you think Virginia
Tech was something,
wait till I come
up there."
Karsten Taylor | Student
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seek the public's
assistance and
are hoping they
recognize some of...
the letter."
FBI

the mailer of dozens of the lei
ters—9omecontaininga potentially harmful insecticide — to

to a filed complaint.
UC police waited for Taylor
to arrive for a 10 a.m. class
Wednesday. When he didn't
show, officers tracked him to an
off-campus location, Capt. Karen
Kitterson said.
Before making the rail to the
adviser, Taylor followed procedure in his complaint about the
grade by speaking to a professor, meeting with a department
head and undergoing a committee review, Patterson said.

national networks, their local
affiliates, and people throughout the West and Midwest
Recipients also included pen
pie associated with university
athletic departments in Ohio,
Michigan and Arizona.
The letter sent to the new spa
per, bearing a Seattle postmark.
says a television producer "will
cause lift people to he assaulted
and shot at. One for each time
ond shown and 10 for each shot
duringa 10 second timeout."
Trie FBI is working to determine whether the letter mailed
to the newspaper matches the
other letters, The Dispatch

Community college has
emergency shut down
IHIiMONT (AP) — A community college in this northwest
Ohio city was evacuated amid
reports that a woman who had
dropped her classes earlier
in the day was suicidal and
possibly returned to campus
armed, police said.
About
600
students
were forced to leave Terra
Community
College
on
Wednesday night, said Dale
Stearns, registrar and dean of
student development at the
two-year commuter school.
The evacuation lasted about
two hours, and the woman
was not found on campus,
police said. The school can(eledclassesW'ednesdaynight

"We're trying to seek the
public's assistant e and are hoping they recognize some of the
verbiage contained In the let
ter. saidllarryTiomhitasofthe
FBI's Columbus office.
The writer or writers ol
the other letters complained
that television crews have
exploited cheerleaders and

other female athletes through
certain camera angles, even
though those angles were
rarely shown on the air.
I he author ol a letter sent in
December 2006 mentions Ohio
state cheerleaders in a com
plaint that networks unfair!)

favor more modestlj dressed
cheei leading s(|tiads
Tot the last li years, Ohio
State cheerleaders have received
mute IV time than any othei
Division IA cheer squad on
ESPN, because they wear long
sleeved red/white outfits, Ifthej
wore sleeveless outfits, they
would not get ANY TV time. So,
we are fed up with this constant
exploitation,''the author wrote,
Ohio State cheerleading
coach ludy Bunting said she has
been advised not to comment.
I he initial batch of letters
was postmarked in Portland
and delivered in September
2004. Subsequent batches of
letters were delivered between
November 2(HH> and February
mostly with postmarks from
Seattle, but some also were sent
from Chicago, the IBI said.

1

RANDOM
**TRUE
I: secret to luck
ound. Tl
experiment that people ,
rviorare
responsible (or much of their good and bad fortune.

— J

MECCA

Washington was investigating the
shooting. The name of the agent
who fired wasn't made public.
Brooks said there woe no
arrests made yesterday in the drug
investigation,
A resident of the apartment
complex, Chuck Williams, said the
man who was shot was a resident
he knew as Julio who often fixed
cars for odier residents.

reported

and planned to reopen yesterday, police said.
Authorities began searching for the woman after police
in nearby Tiffin received a call
from someone reporting the
former student was talking
about committing suicide and
might be armed, Tiffin police
Officer Bryan Bryant said. Ikdid not have any information
on the caller.
The woman did not make
any threats against the school
or anyone there, but she
reportedly had been seen on
campus. Bryant said.
The woman later checked
herself into a hospital, he said.

Management Inc.
IBI spokesman Michael
Brooks said whether Mulato
had fired and other details of the
shooting were still under investigation. The IBI said a single shot
was fired at Mulato, hitting him
in the abdomen.
Agents and a neighboring resident administered first aid while
emergency medical personnel
arrived, but Mulato died at the
scene, the FBI said. The FBI
said five agents and two other
task force officers were at the
Waycross Apartments complex.
Brooks said an I-'Bl team from

"We're trying to

shown on TV, one for each sec

FBI member kills investigation subject
l-'ORl-ST PARK. Ohio (AP) — A
man was shot to death early yesterday by a member of an FBI task
force conducting drug investigation surveillance at an apartment
complex in this Cincinnati suburb, authorities said.
ThelBI said theman.Gerardo
Mulato, 30, was the subject of
an ongoing narcotics investigation and pointed a gun at agents
before one fired at him about
4:30 a.m. A loaded 9 mm Roger
semi-automatic pistol was
found next to Mulato. the FBI
said in a statement.

COLUMBUS (AP) - A letter mailed to The Columbus
Dispatch newspaper is among
those being reviewed as part
of an Mil investigation into a
seriesol threatening letters I liat
complain that ESPN and ABC
crews have exploited chei'i
leaders, WNBA players and
UTA Tour players, the news
paper reported Wednesday on
its Web site.
Thel-THonTuesdav ■offered a
Sfi.000 reward for help finding

BOAT LOADS OF
CHOICES... CHECK OUT
OUR
APARTMENT LISTING

WWW.MECCABG.COM
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Congratulations
to our new Baby Lions!
Initiated April 22nd 2007
Ask if you are eligible for a discount on your service, EVERY MONTH.

Carrie Mayer,
the little of Katie Thomas
Johanna Miller,
the little of Lauren Loomis

Sprint^ Power Pack Plans
450 Anytime Minutes for

199*

Amanda Sue Maury,
the little of Lindsay Sanderson

With night calling
starting at 7pm.
Unlimited Mobile to Mobile included.

Jamie Schlarman,
the little of Jessica May
rpM
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Preferred
Properties Co.

wYfw.preterr&dpropertiesco. com

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
•
•
•
•
-

Mini Mall Apts.ioowiiwmi
Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apts.
Triplex
Piedmont "Newly Renovated"
Houses
Updated Birchwood
small pets allowed
, ..
see our website or
^ajA^^^_ call for more details

***,
SHUT

vmuiit
unsi
SPACIOUS
BEDROOMS

1

^■HMNnlM CKMYWMD

FREES
"32K •%?**
OFFICE HOURS

Hon-Frl: 8-12 S 1-4:30 Sit 10-2
530 S. Maple St. 419-3524378

NEXTEL

NEXTEL AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE

only from Sprint

1180 N. Main Street
Bowling Green
419-352-0522

PQQSO^M

ffJEK
Repair
Center

"Rate* exclude taxes & Sprint Fees (Including USF charge of up to 2.41% that vanes quarterly, cost recovery fees up to $13$ per line. & state/local fees that vary by area).
Sprint Fee* are not taxes or gov't req'd charges.
Coverage not available everywhere. Available features & services will vary by phone/network Nextel National Network reaches ov*» 263 million people Offers not available
in all markets Add"l terms & restrictions apply Subject to credit approvaC $36 activation & $200 early termination fee per line. Deposit may be req'd See store or Sprint com
for details. Offers end S/l 3/07 or while supplies last Instant Savings: Activation at time of purchase required Mail-In Rebate: Requires purchase by 5/1 3/07 & activation by
S/27/07 Rebate amount can't exceed purchase price Taxes extl Une must be active 30 consecutive days Allow 8 to 12 weeks for rebate Power Pack Plan: Offer
ends 5/13/07. Add'l Anytime Mm- $0.45/min Nights- Mon-Thu'S 7pm -7am; Wknds- Fri 7pm Mon 7am Partial mm charged as full mm Mobile to-Mobile
Applies tocalls placed between Sprint PCS & Nextel phones (not through voicemail, direct assis. other indirect methods, or while roaming). C2O07$pnnt Nextel.
All rights reserved. Sprint, the logo, and other trademarks are the trademarks of Sprint Nextel MOTOROLA & the Stylized M Logo are registered m the US Patent
& Trademark Office

m
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Virginia Tech to focus

At least 72 people killed in Iraq,
but US 'making progress'

on forgiveness
By Su* Lindsay
The Associated Press

HAOIMIZBAN

AP.PHOtO

STILL FIGHTING: Iraqi soldiers deployed to Baghdad lo lake pan in a security operaI guard at the headquarters of al-Mulhana brigade m Baghdad on Wednesday
Some 400 soldiers were deployed to Baghdad from different parts of Iraq
down in Baghdad that U.S. and
Iraqi troops launched I el). 14.
In the capital, a car bomb
exploded
near
Baghdad
University, killing eight civilians and wounding 19, including some students, police said.
Associated Press Television
News footage showed an elderl> woman screaming. "Oh,
nn son,' as she sobbed beside

twisted debris.
Ahmed lassim, who works in
a nearby hotel, said he rushed
oiiiside after hearing the explosion and helped carry the

wounded to ambulances.
"The insurgents were surely
targeting civilians because
there was no military presence
in the area," he said. "I saw
small pieces of flesh and a small
blood pool."
lour other civilians were
killed and nine wounded when
a roadside bomb exploded near
a market in central Baghdad.
police said. The blast missed
its intended target — a passing

police patrol,
In the city's sprawling Shiite
Muslim neighborhood of Sadr
City. US. troops killed three

militants during a gunbattle.
the military said. Liter in the
day. a funeral procession was
held in the district for an Iraqi
who residents said was killed in

the fighting.
two su icide bomhersat tacked
an office of the Kurdistan
Democratic Party of Massoud
Barzani, leader of the autonomous Kurdish region in northern Iraq.
Thehlastskilledthree security
guards and wounded live, police
said. Casualties could have been
worse if guards had not opened
fire on the two attackers, forcing
them to detonate their explosives at least 50 yards from the
office, police said.
The bombing in Zumar, a
town 45 miles west of Mosul,
capital of Ninevah province,
was the second suicide attack
this week aimed at the party In
that area.
In other violence, four
insurgents were killed as the
U.S. targeted suspected alQaida in Iraq militants near
Taji, a U.S. air base 12 miles
north of Baghdad, the U.S.
command said.

Efficiencies
343 1/2 South Main Street:

NOW

AVAILABLE

317 Manville Ave. #L:

Large efficiency, off street
parking $265 per month
plus all utilities

Apartment close to campus,
courtyard setting. $295 per
month includes all utilities free.

241 South Church Street #C

502 North Prospect #C:
Apartment located in triplex.
Close to campus, very private.
$305 per month plus
gas and electric.

Apartment close to downtown,
cat ok. off street parking.
S330 per month plus all utilities.

NATION
BRIEF
BG NEWS WIRE SOURCES

By Lauren Fraycr

BAGHDAD
Bombers struck
an Iraqi arm\ posi northeast ot
Baghdad and civilian targets in
the city as violence across Iraq
killed at least 72 people yes
terday, including the bullet-riddled bodies ol 1!7 men dumped
in tin1 capital
apparent victims ol sectarian death squads.
Still, the top American
militar) spokesman insisted
the U.S. command fell "very
comfortable" thai it is making
"steady progress" in restoring
ordei in Baghdad.
"We are seem); those initial
signs (il progress being made,"
Maj, Gen. William C. Cakhveil
told Associated Press Radio,
I he violence came as the
Democratic-controlled U.S.
Senate adopted House-passed
legislation calling foi U.S
troops to begin leaving Iraq by
Oct. I President Hush pledged
to veto the measure, and neither body passed the measure
with enough votes to override
a veto.
Iraqigovernment spokesman
All al-Dabbagh said Oct. 1 was
Inn soon Inr a withdrawal In
sian and criticized the Senate
VOte, Saj IngH "sends wrong signals" inarmed militants.
The
deadliest
attack
occurred about !) a.m. when a
suicide ear bomber killed 1(1
Iraqi soldiers at a checkpoint in
Klialis. a longtime flashpoint
city about .">() miles northeast
ol Baghdad, fen other soldiers
and live civilians were wounded, police said.
I In cm is in I livala province,
which has seen some ol Iraq's
worst violence recently. Most!)
Sim n i Aral) insurgents are
thought In have lied In die area
in escape the security crack-

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

BI.ACKSBURG, Va. — Kelly
White and her two children visited the semicircle
of memorials on the Virginia
Tech campus, leaving XI pink
tulips
onefoi each \ic lim in
last week's massacre. They also
placed a tulip on the stone for
gunman Scung-lluiCho.
"Forgiveness is part of being
freed from anger." said White, a
Blacksburg resident with relatives who attended the school.
"I try to leach my children that
(iod loves everyone."
Cho mercilessly slaughtered
:t2 people in the worst shooting in modern U.S. history. But
there has been surprisingly
little outrage directed toward
him around campus.
He is memorialized alongside his victims, and students
preach forgiveness and talk
about him like a troubled family member.
Caroline Merrey. 22, jumped
to safety out a classroom window in the building where Cho
killed 30 people and himself.
She said she was angry at Cho.
but also feels sorry for him. "I
don't know how I can be feeling both of those things at the
same time, but I do," she said.
Campus leaders, expertsand
those touched by the tragedy
say there are several reasons
for the spirit of forgiveness.
Many people are too overcome by grief to think about
anything else. The fact that
Cho killed himself provided
enough retribution, some say.
Others say the forgiveness is
rooted in the strong Christian
values of this area.
And there's also the loyalty
to the "Hokie Nation."
After a student organization
placed the stone memorials
in a semicircle last week on
the main campus lawn, senior
Katelynn L Johnson added a
33rd stone for Cho. lohnson
said she told almost no one
about the stone because she
feared a backlash.
She came forward after
someone took it away, because
she was outraged by the brief
removal of the rock. She says
she accepts all "fellow students, faculty and alumni as
Hordes" no mailer what problems they have.
"I believe his life had value
no matter what he did," she
said. "We lost 33 people."
lohnson said she has
received hundreds of messages supporting placement
of the stone for Cho. She only
got a lew negative responses,
and only one from the Tech

"Forgiveness is part
of being freed
from anger."
Kelly White | Blacksburg Resident
community.
After the first stone for Clio
was removed, someone else
came forward and placed a
new one there. As of yesterday,
the stone remained.
The appearance and disappearance of the stone
reflects the community's
struggle to come to terms
with (he massacre.
Virginia Tech has not included Cho in its memorial services for the 32 victims. A bell
chimed 33 times Monday on
the campus lawn, but university officials said the first chime
was to start the ceremony.
Officials also released 32 balloons into the air to remember
Clio's victims.
Hie university so far has
had no contact with Cho's
family and does not plan to
award him a posthumous
degree as it will the students
lie killed, spokesman Mark
Owczarski said.
The Rev. Scott Russell, an
Episcopal minister at Virginia
Tech, said he talked to some
students who feel that they
need to acknowledge Cho's
death because the family deserves compassion. Hut
he said many more students
aren't able to forgive.
Brian Britt. a Virginia Tech
professor of religious studies, said he was impressed
thai a 33rd stom had been
added in the first place.
"That's very hard for people
to do." he said. "Some people
will never do that."
The lack of visible anger also
may mean that people have not
reached that stage of grief yet,
said Melissa Hrymer, director of
terrorism-disaster programs at
theUCLA-DukeN'ationalCenler
for Child Traumatic Stress.
"It's so early on that people
are worried about the injured
gelling healthy, keeping their
spirits high, encouragingthem."
she said yesterday.
"Typically, after a few
months you feel the anger."
she said, "lust because it's
not spoken doesn't mean it's
not there. And there is anger
because somebody has taken
away their classmates."
Anne I.ynn Goddard's son
Colin was wounded during
Cho's barrage on a French
class, leading to a wide range
of emotions among the family.

3 BDRM APARTMENTS & TOWNHOUSES
♦ INTERNET CREDIT
♦ FREE SUMMER STORAGE
♦ FREE WASHER & DRYER IN ALL HD 3 BDRMS

*PLUS*
YOUR CHOICE OF THE FOLLOWING UPON MOVE-IN
$500.00 OFF YOUR FIRST MONTHS RENT
OR
$500.00 BEST BUY GIFT CARD
** You MUST bring this ad into our office at the time of signing the RESERVATION
AGREEMENT for this promotion to be honored. Gift card will be given on day of move in, either
6/2/07 or 8/16/07 or we will discount vour first month rent.

LIMITED OCCUPANCY REMAINING!!

Two police officers
plead guilty in death
ATLANTA (AP) - Two police officers
pleaded guilty yesterday to manslaughter
in the shooting death of a 92-year-old
woman during a botched drug raid last
fall. A third officer still laces charges.
Officer J.R Smith told a state judge
yesterday that he regretted what had happened 'I'm sorry." the 55-yeat-old said, his
voice barely audible He pleaded guilty to
manslaughter, violation ol oath, criminal
solicitation, making (alse statements and
perjury, which was based on claims in a
warrant

Iraq war may get
harder before it ends
WASHINGTON (AP)-The US.
military commander in Iraq says the war
effort may well get harder before it gets
easier and American casualties are likely
to continue to climb. Speaking as the
Senate was passing legislation to start
bringing home U S forces in October.
Gen David Petraeus said the war will
require "an enormous commitment by
the United States

Injured governor says
he's blessed to be alive
CAMDEN.NJ.(AP)-GovJonS.
Corzine. speaking publicly for the first
time since he was seriously injured in an
automobile accident two weeks ago. said
yesterday that feels blessed to be alive
"I'm the most blessed person who ever
lived." Grane told an Associated Press
photographer yesterday from his hospital

Governments
react to shots
ByWilli.mJ.Kol.
The Associated Press
After a loner armed with assault
weapons turned a scenic resort
into a mass of mangled bodies and
thrashing injured in 1996. Australia
took quick and decisive action.
Twelve daw later, the government
pushed through a tough ban on
semiautomatic rifles.
Australia, which had been
bloodied by 13 mass shootings
in the 15 years that preceded the
Slaughter in Port Arthur. Tasmania.

hasn't seen one since.
Gun control proponents say
the Australian experience, and
more modest successes in other
nations that enacted strict gun
controls alter suffering mass
shootings, could serve as examples to U.S. lawmakers dealing
with the aftermath of the Virginia
Tech massacre.
"(bunnies that have managed
to thwart this kind of gun violence
have thrown up multiple barriers.''
said Aim11 loward, policy Officer for
the International Action Network
on Small Anns, a l/Hidon-based
group campaigning to end the
abuse of light weapons.
"Of course, no system is perfect.
Somebody may slip through multiple barriers." he said. "Hut if you
place several barriers in the path of
unsuitable gun owners, you have
more chances of preventing them
from committing Violent acts."
In
Washington.
House
Democratic leaders said they are
working with the National Rifle
Association to' strengthen laws
aimed at keeping mentally ill people from buying guns, 1 tie NRA,
however, declined to comment
on whether it thinks the tougher
approach taken by other countries
would work in the U.S.

BUCKEYE
SELF - STORAGE
•Near Campus
•Low Rates
•Open 24 Hours
•Summer Leases
•Clean
•Many Sizes
Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!

MECCA
Management Inc.
1045 N. Main St. Bowling Green, OH. 43402 419-353-5800
email: infofa nieccabg.com

Summer
Storage!
Call Today to
Reserve Unit:

352-1520

www.meccabg.com
* CERTAIN TERMS & RESTRICTIONS APPLY*

www.buckeyeinnandstudios.com
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WEEKEND PLANS
FRIDAY

The biology of beauty:
down the middle

Jello Biafra
of legendary political punk

Mario
has been saving
princesses (or
nearly two

outfit The Dead Kennedys

Subtle symmetry
determines sexiness

brings his spoken-word
musings to Toledo. Living
Dead and Arsenol of
Souls will provide pre-Jello
entertainment starting at
6 p.m. It's a holiday in Club

Toledo Speedway
Opening Night
zooms Northwest Ohio into
racing season. The Home
Depot-sponsored event
costs $8.

It Dies Today
plays today with Human
Abstract. Endwell and Sick
City. Speaking of sick cities,
the show is being held in
Toledo at Headliners for $12.
The show starts at 7:50 p.m.

SATURDAY

The Full Monty
takes it all off at the Toledo
Repertoire Theater. For S20
you can watch the story of
six unemployed steel workers
who learn to take off their
clothes and wiggle their
butts.

Toughman Extreme
Fight Night
is the pinnacle of homoerotic
violence in the area. Watch
the most insecure men in the
world get sweaty in a cage at
the Toledo Sports Arena for
$20. The fists and spandex
fly at 8 p.m.

Toledo Rocks

I
1

Showcase at Headliners
serves up a delicious
jumbaliah of rock concocted
by renowned musical chefs
like Against the Fire, A
Million Engines in Neutral
and Strike-Out Pro. Dig in at
9 p.m. for only $7.

SUNDAY

Manduo
hits Howard's Club H like
a glorious, other-worldy
comet of gnarly sound.
The talented twosome
joins ska-punk act The
Argonauts and Toledo's The
Phantasmagoria. The show
begins at 9 p.m. and costs

decades.
By Gr.g Miller
Reporter

By Sarah Moor*
Reporter

Bijou!

Whether we like it or not, all human beings worry at least
once in their lives about what they look like. I lowever, have
you ever sat in front of a mirror and thought about i he symmetry that is apparent throughout the fare as well as the entire
body?
Studies have been performed throughout the years to question the symmetry of the body. More specifically, these studies
have shown the idea that the more symmetrical a person is. the
more attract ive they are.
Throughout the world, many different cultures have various
standards as to what they consider to be beautiful. But despite
the differences between the cultural beauties, bilateral symmetry tends to act as a marker to developmental stability.
Both biological and environmental stressors matter a great
deal to human symmetry — the more a person is able to withstand these stressors, the more symmetrical they are and the
healthier as well.
Anne K. Gordon, assoriate psychology professor, mentioned the deviations of symmetry in a person.
"Most people are not perfectly symmetrical." she said. "Most
of these deviations from symmetry are so subtle that you don't
even consciously perceive them."
l:or instance, a study measuring college-aged individual's
symmetry was rondurted by placing calipers on subjects'
ears, wrists, thumbs and ankles. Even some of the smallest
symmetriral variations and differences between these subjects ended up proving things about the most symmetrical
people, such as how many sexual partners each person has
had. based in accordance with surveys the individuals had
completed afterwards.
Another interesting aspect of the standard of beauty
deals with what a person looks lor when choosing
a mate.
Geoffrey Cowlcy. author of "The Biology of
Beauty," says it best. "When it comes to ehoosing
a mate, a female penguin knows better than to
fall for the first creep who pulls up and honks,"
lie says. "She holds out for the fittest suitor
available — which in Antarctica means one
chubby enough to spend several weeks sitting
on newly hatched eggs without starving to
death."
The same idea can apply to humans.
Assortative mating, which is when a person tends to be attracted to and pairs
with a person similar to them, occurs
every single day.
This can most likely trace back to
an individuals' fear of rejection.
"Ideally, everyone would
want the best mate possible — the models and
the Brad Pitts," said
Gordon.
"But
that's ideal versus what
BEAUTY
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Caring campaigns turn to consumerism for change
By Alaina Buzas
Reporter

Is it cool to care?
It seems like being apathetic
has lost its appeal for many college students. After being bombarded with socially conscious
crusades like (Product) Red,
Invisible Children, YouthAIDS
and the One Campaign, students have taken an interest in
all things charitable.
Cause Related Marketing
Manager for YouthAIDS. Alison
Brett said that younger generations really are taking notice of
the problems in the world around
them.

'Younger people are becoming more socially
aware. They tend to have a more global
perspective than past generations."
According to their Web site,
YouthAIDS aims to "break the
silence" about the number of
people ages of 15 to 24 infected
with HIV.
"Younger people now are
becoming more socially aware,"
Brett said. "They tend to have
a more global perspective than
past generations."

COOL TO CARE
Looking to get involved?
Read below (or different
opportunities:
■ The One Campaign
www.one.org
■ Invisible Children
ww.wjnvisiblechildren.com

Alton Brett | Voutn

YouthAIDS currently has a
joint project with AI.DO Shoes
that targets the younger audience. Celebrity faces front the
campaign, encouraging AI.DO
customers to buy "empowerment tags" that help fund Youth
AIDS initiatives.

Mario looks
good on
paper

■ YouthAids
www.youthaids-aldo.org
■ The Red Campaign for AIDS
www.jo i nred ,org
■ Big Brothers. Big Sisters
www.bbbsnwoorg
■ Habitat for Humanity
wwwhabitatwoodco.org

See SERVICE | Page 10

Super Paper Mario is a wonderful combination of the
Paper Mario role-playing
games and Mario's platforming days, forming a unique
game that most people will
enjoy.
Ibis time around. Mario
has to join forces with characters such as Bowser and
Peach, along with partners
with special powers named
Pixls, and colled the eight
Pure Hearts in order to stop
a dark prophecy of world
destruction from coming
true.
Oneol the first elements of
the game that sticks out is the
fact that your score actually
matters.
You defeat enemies and
earn points, just as you
would in Super Mario Bros.
However, when you earn
enough points you will levelup and gain stat bonuses,
which will give you that feeling ol fulfillment.
Don't expect anything
too advanced in the graphSee MARIO | Rage II

Band easily
overcomes
adversity
Scott
Palasik
urges his fans
to "Legalize
Stuttering."
By Emily Ripp*
Reporter
and
Kati* Warchol
Guest Reporter

l-asy Onset practices its set in
a crowded room, down in the
basement. Besides the typical array of band equipment
— drums, amps, guitars, keyboard and egg shakers — the
practice area is cluttered with
makeshift cardboard watts,
half a do/en guitar cases and
a husky named l.obo (the
friendly dog).
At first glance, Easy Onset
is a group that enjoys covering songs form artists such
as Oasis, Tom Petty, 112 and
Rascal Halts, while also rocking out to some of their original songs.
But looking past the clutter,
it becomes apparent that the
group is much more than the
average cover band.
The first clue lies in the
band's name. Not just the
product of a late night naming session, an easy onset is
a device used to help people
who stutter speak more fluently.
See OH SET | Page 12

$5. The local showcase marks
the return of Fashionably
Numb promotions.

THEY SAID IT
"Our biggest national
security threat is
the environmental
destruction of our
planet and the arms
race with ourselves."
Jeb Biafra | Songwriter, authcr

Conflicting studies lead to confusion over male circumcision
By Johnny Payna
Assistant Pulse Editor

Male circumcision may reduce
the spread of IliV by up to 60
percent, according to findings
published by the U.S. National
Institutes of Health in February
of this year.
This study provides the latest bit of data in America's foray
over the foreskin, a divisive
debate often muddied by myths
that support both pro- and anticircumcision standpoints.
Advocates of male circumci-

.

sion view it as a public health
measure that prevents infection and slows down Sexually
Transmitted Diseases in addition to making the penis cleaner.
Those who oppose it say it's a
human rights violation with no
real advantages.
With so much conflicting
information, it's easy to see why
some come to fisticuffs over the
foreskin. In the eye of this perplexing hurricane are three central issues: health risks, hygiene
and sexuality.

HEALTH
Pre-med sophomore lose
Gomez said he condones male
circumcision because "uncircumcised men are more likely
to get more diseases and infections," though he admitted he
had only heard rumors about
the topic.
Given all the hearsay surrounding circumcision, it's a
tricky area to navigate. On one
side of the scissors, several studies have concluded that STDs
have an increased chance of
permeating the foreskin and
I

being absorbed into the body;
on the other, the odds of this
happening are so slim that the
American Medical Association
calls circumcision "not medically necessary."
lance lones, a human sexuality instructor, said gathering
data on disparities between
demographics is difficult, but so
far "there are no real benefits
in circumcisionl, other than a
slight decrease in the chance of
getting AIDS. It's really minimal.
See FORESKIN | Page 12
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Students get stingy when
grabbing late night grub
By Emily Ripp*

After a nighi ol partying with
his fans last Friday, Afroman
did not tip his Waffle House
server following his sold out
show in Howard's,
Amanda Hudson was shocked
to find the$20 meal ticket with
c\.Kil\ $20 left on die rapper's
table. Afroman and his part) ol
five had stiffed her.
I hooked them up," Hudson

said So i was expecting a large
tip."
Hudson has worked in lhe
restaurant business for ovei 10
years. She started working the
third shift
'I p.m. to 7 a.m.
at Waffle House four months
ago.
liul over this brief period of
lime. I ludson has learned a lol
about late-nighi tipping patterns ai the haven for inebriated hooligans.
" I his is not your famirj res
taurant aftei 9 pan." I ludson

said.
Katie Middleton usually
works the first and second
shifts al Waffle House, but
she has witnessed some of the
behavioi thai goes on overnight.
I he third shift has to put
up with a lol more crap,"
Middleton said. "People walk
out on their tickets, there are
drunken fights in here and out
in the parking lol and no man
agers are around to resolve the
conflicts."
Hul I ludson does not seem lo
mind the drunken crowd.
"Sometimes I have to toll
them lo -hul up, hul my lips
are not affected." Hudson said.
"I ireal them like children, hul
we all have fun."

From Hudson's experience,
certain nighls draw different
sober and intoxicated tippers.
Mondays are slow, but
my regulars are good then,"
Hudson said.

Ion Downs is one ofthe "good
regulars." He goes to Waffle
House anywhere from four to
seven nights a week.
"My tipping polk) is not the
norm," Downs said. Tin a firm
believer in the 25 percent or
more tipping rule. I'm sorry lo
say thai the average lip is lb to
l"> percent."
Though Downs is not a
Waffle Mouse employee, he
notices when workers do not
gel rewarded for their hard
work

"From coming here so much,
I've gotten to know most of
I hem on a personal level."
Downs said. "I see how they
gel stifled, and I tr\ to make up
for it. I've even been known lo
tip the cook."
losh Lucas smiled at Downs'
last comment. On Tuesday,
Lucas worked a double shift
behind the Waffle House drill.
The cook has made some of his

own tipping observations.
"Tips are proportional lo
how good looking the waitress
is." Lucas said.
And though there may he
some truth to his statement.
Hudson credits her friendly
personality as the main contributor to her larger tips.
" luesday night is awesome.
I have a lot of fun with my
tables." Hudson said. "One
time I got a $100 tip from a gay
couple."

From Page 9

"The third shift has
to put up with a lot
more crap. People
walk out on their
tickets, there are
drunken fights in
here and out in the
parking lot and
no managers are
around to resolve
the conflicts."
Katie Mid

-on | Waitress

regular Drag Night crowd from
Uptown.
Hut not all nights are tipping
consistent, and while Hudson
walks out with an average ol
SH0 in tips every night, she is
stilled at least two limes, even
by musicians like Afroman,
Despite some of the third
shift setbacks, Hudson prefers
her job over others.
"I make better money than
some dancers." Hudson said.
"Hut I don't have to show any
thing."

Hudson said the gay commuii it \ provides some ofthe best
lips. She looks forward to her
luesday night shifts because
after 2 a.m. she will get her

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

you can really attract. What
people can attract is a reflection of their own mate value,
own intelligence, own kindness
and compassion,"
Besides, looks are not democratically distributed. The type
of person that an individual
becomes attracted to is based
upon personal preference, even
if it does not tend to go handin-hand with the symmetry
theory.
Opha Keith, sophomore, is
personally attracted to a similar body structure in women,
hut looks are not all that matter
to him.

SERVICE
From Page 9
Weir speaking to them in
their language," Brett said.
So where does this lit into the

University?
Clint Stephens, from the
Office of Campus Involvement,
said thai service is becoming
an increasingly popular topic
on campus,
"Administrators are catching on lo students' willingness
and desire to do more communily service and discuss
more socially conscious topics," Stephens said. According
lo Stephens, there are currently
■\'l community service focused
organizations, making up 10
percent of all the organizations
on campus.
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"People sooner or later realize that personality is far superior to physical appearance," he
said.'Tflfindagirlwhoisfunny,
outgoing and can laugh at herself, she has a better chance of
me being interested than if she
was on the cover of a magazine
and bad no personality."
Keith agrees with the idea
that many people are afraid of
rejection. I le feels that the fear
should not be as prominent
as it is, considering that when
trying to attract a seemingly
beautiful person, there are less
people vying for them. This
is so, because attractive people tend to intimidate others
regardless of whether or not
they are the kindest person on
the planet.

At least three of those 42 service organizations are Greek.
Although all of the Greek organizations on campus claim to
have philanthropic requirements, these Greek groups are
completely centered on service.
One of them, Alpha Phi Omega
has seen an increase in membership over the past few years.
"We're the biggest we've
been in a really long lime," Vice
President 1-Tise Lowe, senior,
said. Alpha Phi Omega membership is currently up to about
100. about twice the amount
the Fraternity had when Lowe
joined herself.
Members of Alpha Phi
Omega are required to complete a certain amount of
service hours, but Lowe said
most go above and beyond
their requirements through a

"People sooner or
later realize that
personality is far
superior to physical
apperance."
Opha Keith | Sophomore
Overall, biology and evolution do not work on the principles of fairness, according
to Gordon. Symmetry may
be an important outlook into
the makings of an attractive
person, but it should not be
the sole factor in determining
whether a person may be an
ideal mate.

"Administrators
are catching on to
students' willingness
and desire to do
more community
service."
Curt Stephens | Campus involvement
number of different programs.
Aside from involvement in
Dance Marathon, members
also tutor at local elementary schools, volunteer with
adults with special needs and
are currently making lunches
for homeless shelters in the
Detroit area.

Fop 5 WBGU fm albums for April 27,2007
1
2
3

Arcade Fire - Neon Bible
Ted Leo and the Pharmacists -Living With The Living
Of Montreal - Hissing Fauna. Are You The Destroyer?
iStereo-1

SUMMER LEASES NOW AVAILABLE!
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445 East Wooster St. •352-0717
www.GreenbriarRentals.com

MJJS RENTALS
230 S. College

234 S. College

2 Bedroom House - $725

2 Bedroom House - $800

222 - 228 S. College
I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Starting at $370
^IIIKI
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I & 2 BEDROOM UNITS
furnished or unfirnished
INTERNET

• FREE HEAT IN SELECTED
UNITS
SUMMER STORAGE

WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE
TO CAMPUS

419-661-9377

SPECIAL SEASON TICKET PLAN

F0R BGSU RECENT GRADUATES
8NLY

Recent Graduates Season Ticket Plan
ONLY $49.nearly 50% OFF the walk-up price!
Enjoy the LOWEST PRICE season ticket in our
BEST SEATS
For more information and to place your order,
call Joel, 419-372-4349

w

877- BGSU TICKET I BGSUFALC8NS DIM
•Ava.lable to 2001-07 BGSU graduate! limit four per eligible graduate Seats located in the
PftlMC Bench Reserved sections between the 30s on either side of Doyt Perty Stadium.
Seat location subject to availability at time ol purchase
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Students don't make the grade

Pulse Picks

Music

Movie

By Mallnda Jacobs
Reporter

Music

STATIC X

"DISTURBIA"

"Cannibal"
■ Grade: C+

Dreamworks Pictures
■ Grade: A

"Music For Parents"
■ Grade: A+

WHAT ERIK THINKS:

WHAT JOE THINKS:

WHAT JOHNNY THINKS:

Welcome to the world of industrial
metal, where the album covers are
Mark and while, the liner notes are
fragmented pictures ol the insides
of empty factories and every song
and ChoVtlS is delivered in rapidly screamed, guttural phrases of
three to four words
Right in the middle of all this,
the industrial metal headbangers
Static X find themselves with their
fifth full-length studio album.
Throughout the album, lead
guitarist Koichi Iukuda displays
his technical skills as he sprints up
and down the guitar neck. With
power chords to spare, here the
guitar parts are actually the highlight of the album.
The VDcak, however, are another story, lead singer Wayne Static
doesn't really sing during any
part of the album. To classify his
vocal delivery, if that's even possible. would lx' to put it at a cross
between screamo and possessed
death metal rants.
It's not very catchy or rhythmic
(obviOUSry), but it gin's surprisingly
well with the detuned guitars, lust
don't expect to lie able to understand or decipher very many of
the already nonsensical lyrics.
Hie album is a breeze to listen
to with seven of the songs clocking in at less than three minutes,
and the entire album at 37:05, a
mere seven minutes longer than
the average BE
There is very little change
from the beginning of the album
to the end, with every song in
between capable of being the
one before il. And it's not for
anyone looking to relax.
■ Erik Kuehner

World Famous director Alfred
Hitchcock's classic suspense
film "Rear Window" is updated
for the 21st century in the film
"Disturbia," and maybe it's a
good example that certain films
should just be left alone.
The film stars Shia LaBcouf
("Holes") as a teen sentenced to
house arrest over his summer
vacation and spies on the neighbors to keep him occupied. He
finds that his apparently normal
neighborhood might be hiding
a dark secret when he begins to
suspect his neighbor of being a
serial killer that the authorities
are looking for.
"Disturbia" is not a particularly bad movie; it's just the same
formula that most of the films
of the genre have been following
for years now. Take a relatively
famous movie from the past and
place it in a modern day setting,
throw some cheap thrills scattered throughout and you have
an all-around mediocre movie.
The fact that a film from 50
years ago can be a more intense
and intriguing film, that was far
simpler, it just goes to show us
how far cinema has fallen since
those days.
"Disturbia" is far from the
worst movie of the year; it is
also very far from being the
best. This causes difficulty for
recommending anyone to pay
to go see it, especially when
there are a bunch of other
movies either already out or
coming out this week that are
superior in nearly every way.

"Oh my!"
If there are two words to
describe Machine Go Boom's
newest effort, they are "oh" and
"my." Or maybe "giraffe" and
"canoodle."
Mikey Machine hollers out the
former pair more than dozens of
times on "Music for Parents," in
addition to using the phrase in
two song titles.
The sextet strikes indie pop
frankincense when thej'unearth
mega-bouncy melodies. The
sincere irreverence and undeniable charm that leaps from
every corner of ihe album creates decadently orgasmic pop
that transcends its own goofiness and perches itself upon
rainbows made of smiles and
Buddy I lolly glasses.
Before you can possibly
recover from the last manicallyhowied hook, another one hops
on its back before they stumble
giddily into the next ditty. If
there's one thing Mikey and Co.
can do with terrifying aplomb,
it's squeezing out minute-and-ahalfgems."AlltheWaytoPA"and
"Build Me a ladder" are berserk
examples of pure bananas pop
genius, as is the chant of "I late!"
on "Gentleman's Reply," which
will ultimately lead to holes in
the dry wall.
Are they the best band in
Cleveland or the best pop outfit
in the whole wiggle-wide world?
This question's all that remains
after "Music for Parents" wrecks
the living room, clogs the toilet
and pours pixie sticks down Ihe
cat's throat.
■ Johnny Payne

SKWI A

■ Joe Cunningham

MACHINE GO BOOM

got degree?

necembe

GET WHEELS!
CALL TODAY FOR YOUR

NOTrlASSLE
PRE-APPROVAU
419-352-2553

Milan or ■
•Jeep Compass;

OR
800-735-2553
39<no lease with lOHJOmt/yr Plus ten. fflle S Icense

IMS S900j«otsgnr>gcntrwMlon SWduea"
signing on me Compass Upon approved credit onry
See dearer for complete detars

Bowling Green

Friday. April 27.200711

a9/m

lincoln mercury jeep

"

1079 N. Main Street just across the street from Kroger • 800-735-2553

A
B TTERSWE.T
Bittersweet Farms, a residential, vocational and educational
facility for individuals with autism, is growing!!
We are currently hiring for the following:
- Summer Program Support in Whitehouse and Pemberville
- Part-time LPN
- 1st shift at our Pemberville facility
- 1st, 2nd, and 3rd shifts at our Whitehouse facility
You will be joining our participants in their daily activities ranging from
vocational or educational training, home care, community activities, recreation,
hygiene, and a wide range of other activities and adventures. We will train
the right person; you should already possess the work ethic, compassion, and
flexibility required in an MR/DD environment. Please print an application from
our website, www.bittersweetfarms.org, and send it, or your resume, to Kristy
Ounlap via email at kdunlapp'bittersweetfarms.org, fax 419-875-5593, or
Bittersweet Farms

Attn: Human Resources
12660 Anhbold-Whitehouse fid.
Whitehouse, Ohio 43571

It's every grade school students
favorite complaint. The classic
excuse for not learning something "I'll never use this in real
life!" Followed by the infamous
example: "Not like some stranger
will just walk up to me on the
Street and ask me that."
I iowever, thanks to TV shows
such as "Are you Smarter than a
5th (iradcr." this "pointless'' grade
school knowledge might just pay
off in the future. No one is safe
from random questions.
Contestants on "Are you
Smarter than a 5th Grader" come
from a variety of high caliber jobs,
yet they all tend to fall victim to
the easiest 2nd, or on occasion
1 st grade, simple question
"I'm not smarter than a 5th
grader," the losing players are
forced to say, usually with a laugh,
as they "drop out" of SChooL
Surprisingly these words arc
echoed week after week, as no
one seems to be able to pass the
show's "grade school level."
"There was this one episode
where this mother was on the
show and she had a 5th grade
son," Hannah Kellough, junior,
said, recalling one of ihe many
doomed contestants on the show.
She had Double answering this
question and her son was just up
there in the audience watching
painfully because he knew the
answer and she had no clue!"
T hope I don't end up like that,"
echoed Hlderkin llosea, junior,
with a laugh."That's just crazy."
lieyond creating a reason for
people to hang onto that grade
school trivia, it also points to

MARIO
From Paqe 9
ics department; Super Paper
Mario's graphics are great for
their paper-esque style.
I Iowever. the game switches
between the 2-1) and 3-D perspectives of the world at the
player's will, and the transi-

a potential gap in education
Ix'iwccnthcnnw-gcncrationand
the next.
Din's this BCCUSe the middle
aged generation of being slackers, only to be followed by a more
educated generation? ()r is it simply showing grade school lessi ms

may not lx' as important In the
long run, as the students love to

claim?
That show is funny, but it also
makes me feel bad lor our generation," Said Kellough. "What have
these adults done since liny got

out of school?"
"1 think it's more the contestants that they choose," Chris
GoudoSi senior, said. "It |the
show] is there to make the audience feel superior."
Hither way, one has to wonder:
Would University students be
able lo pass the lest? After finding
21 students thai weren't scared
away by a small nine-question
4th grade quiz, the results were
in.
"Holy cow." one student said
in disbelief uix>n receiving a quiz.
"These are 4th grade questions?"
They weren't alone in their disbelief, most students' jaws dropped
to the ground as they saw the
questions on the quiz.
"Man I didn't team this in 4th
grade!" another student said with
a laugh. "Wow, I feel stupid.''
while some recalled ihe 3rd
president as being Hoover,
lincoln, Madison and Adams,
only 33 percent of the students
WTole down leffcrson correctly,
luenly-eiglit percent knew Ohio
had 88 counties, and 23 percent knew sound travels fastest
through a solid and dial ihe pro
cess of mummification lakes 71)

tions are phenomenal to
watch.
Another positive aspect of
the game is that It's funny. The
game writers put forth a lot
of effort when they wrole the
dialogue, and it shows. There
are a bit too many mustache
jokes at times, but those can be
overlooked.
The only frustrating par! of

ITS ELEMENTARY
Are University students smarter
than fifth graders? Read below
to find our analysis:
■ Only 33 percenl ol
dents surveyed ^ I
Jefferson was the third
lent.
■ Twenty eigl
students know th ii
88 counties in Ohio.
■ twenty three pen enl "I
slue louts somehow fathomed that sound travels
faster through a solid

■ Fourty lour pi'iientof
ul the
Doppter Erfe< t and were
able ti i uli'Mi ry "■■'
in a picture.
■ Forty-two percent did not
know who the govenor
of Ohio was. but some
guesses were John Glenn
and Bob Taft.

days, iniim

foui percent knew

about the Doppla Effect andabo
were able to identify a picture ul
Malcolm X and onl\ 19 percenl
knew there were 3 teaspoons In a
tablespoon
Ihe highest score was an 8
and the lowest score a I). So did
University students pass ihe 4th
grade overall? Noi quite, uiili the
average score being a 3, or a 33
percent, which is in letter grade
terms,an I.
At leasl alter lliis week
University students can relax
again. Students can return to
their nuclear physics. British literature and business management,
without leai of being laced with
4th grade science or histi N \.

Ihe game is that sometimes in
the 3-D perspective il is hard to
stomp on enemies because it is
bard to nil exact!) where they
are. Alter all. they are papei
thin.
All-in-all, Super Papei Mario
is a groundbreaking and
downright fun title that any
Wii owner should consider
purchasing.
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Enterprising student finds
success with selling make-up
By Al.im.i Buns

University
senioi
Melina
Papantoniou ROBS to classes,
works on campus and, oh yeah,
lias iici own business.
Two years ago, Papantoniou
became an independenl beau
tj consultant KM Mary Kay
Cosmetics and now she's ill the
qualifications stage to become
(inn lor.
"Being a college student
... is one ol the best jobs you
can have," Papantoniou said.
"With our busy schedules and
everything we have coin); on
in <HIi lives this opportunity is
extreme!) Flexible.
Papantoniou isn't die only
one who appreciates the flexible schedule Mary Kay niters.
Lisa Kmiec, sophomore, who
became an Independent Beauty
Consultant this past fall, said she
was able 10 take three months
oil from Mary Kay.
"I started in October, but I've
been doing it on and oil because
of school," Kmiec said. The best
pan ol Mary Kay is really being
able Kido it when you want to do
ii HI have time."
Aside from flexibility, Mary
Ka) offers consultants trie ability
to move-up through the company with a little hit ol hard work.
"I really love how you can
move up as fast as you want to,"
Papantoniou said.
Meredith llichards. senior.
is currently an Independent
Beaut) Consultant but hasn't
ruled nul the eventual possibility of becoming a director.
It's an opportunity she knows
would take time and effort but is
achievable through Mary Kay.
"You have 10 have dedication
because it's your own business,"
Uii hards said. "If you don't have
the dedication to make it go
somewhere, its not going to."
lor I'apaiiloniou. dedication

y

job last month.
So how is she managing to
bring in that kind of revenue?
"It's
awesome
because
we're a consumable product."
Papantoniou said. "People are
putting us on in the morning
and washing us down the drain
at night. They're always reordering."
Consultants like Papantoniou
sell their products at Mary Kay
parlies. They also encourage
other people to join the company. According to Papantoniou,
a party will include product
demos, party attendees and telling people about Mary Kay as a
job opportunity, all for free.
"We do the skin care, cleanse
your face a do a special treatment. Then full glamour, you'll
led so snappy you'll want to go
out afterwards," Papantoniou
said.
Bui I'apaiiloniou said that
even though Mary Kay is a cosmetics company, they're about a
lot more than make-up.
"A lot of people think we're
all about make-up but we're
not all about lipstick and pink
Cadillacs. We're a lot more than
that," Papantoniou said.
According to Papantoniou,
what most people don't realize is
that Mary Kay also has an extensive skin care line, something
that is especially appealing to
the younger generations.
"A lot of people think we're
for old ladies with big busby
hair, but a lot of young ladies are
taking the company by storm,"
Papantoniou said.
And as a young lady and
Mary Kay customer herself,
Papantoniou said she has her
own favorite product.
"I absolutely love our lip
glosses." Papantoniou said.
"We just came out with new lip
glosses, and they have moisturizers and conditioners that
just make your lips feel really
smooth."

Melina
Papintoniou
loves her job as a
director for Mary
Kay cosmetics.

to the company has taken her
a long way. Through Mary Kay.
Papantoniou has earned herself
the use of a Mary Kay car.
"I lonestly, when I started I did
very, very little, maybe 10 hours a
month," Papantoniou said. "Hut
now I work six hours a week, and
we re earning our tree i ai
being a director will mean
even more dedication from
Papantoniou. As a director,
she'll have a team of about :«)
Mary Kay consultants under her
leadership. She'll be in charge
of helping (hem work to achieve
their own goals as well as continuing to sell products herself.
Papantoniou's team of consultants currently includes seven
girls at the University, as well as
girls at a number of Ohio universities and an art school In
Pennsylvania.
But she didn't just join Mary
Kay and get banded a car and a
leadership position.
Ilallstarledw hen Papantoniou
became involved with Mary Kay
alter one of her mom's friends
suggested it.
"She just came over and presented the marketing plan to
me and I kind of jumped on it."
Papantoniou said.
Since then. Papantoniou has
been working hard hosting Mary
Kay parlies and selling products
as an independenl beauty consultant. And her hard work has
paid oil.
"Last month, working six
hours a week. I brought in over
Sl.bOO." Papantoniou said. In
comparison. I'apaiiloniou said
she didn't even make a third of
that amount at her on-campus
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ONSET
From Page 9
The second tip is written on
their merchandise. The band
sells shirts that read. "Legalize
Stuttering."
Like many other bands in
northwest Ohio, Easy Onset
is comprised of four people
who are passionate about their
music.
Forming in October of 2006,
Scott Palasik, Charlie Hughes
and Melanie Wick played as
a trio, and three months later
they added Kevin Thompson
as the drummer. As a full quartet, they have only performed
one live show.
But the newly formed band
is confident in their ability.
"I enjoy the fact that four different people, different voices,
different instruments can create one sound," said Palasik,
one of the singers and guitarists for the band.
However, the bond among

FORESKIN
From Page 9
There's just not that large of an
effect."
He stressed that despite the
study, circumcision isn't the best
way to go about quarantining
the AIDS virus or in avoiding
other STDs. But can circumcision prevent other slicky situations?
HYGIENE
83 percent of males born in
the 1980s were circumcised.
With such a small portion of the
population left with a foreskin,
being uncircumcised is commonly viewed as dirty, if not
profoundly weird.
lones explained that the skin
on l he penis isn't very absorbent, except in the lining of the
foreskin, where the flesh is warm
and moist. Dead skin cells and
oils can combine with bacteria
under the foreskin and eventually congeal into smegma, a
super stinky substance.
The idea of having this gooey,
cheese-like material on your

WINTHROP & SUMMIT TERRACE
NO

COMPAR 1 S O N

AMENITIES

Winthrop I Summit Terrace

PROPERTY A

PROPERTY B

PROPERTY C

Apartment Size

2 Bed /1 Bath

4 bed/2 bath

4 bed/4 bath

3bed/1.5 bath

It ol Roomates

®

4

4

3

Rent

$570 ($285 each)

$1196($299 each)

$1292 ($323 each)

$900 ($300 each)

Gas

$0

$44

all electric

$114

Electric

120

$72

$140

$97

Water

$0

$0

$120

Included w/Electric

Trash

JO

$0

$0

$0

Basic Cable

$44

$44

$0

$44

Internet

$0

$0

$0

$48

Parking

No Monthly Charge

No Monthly Charge

$15 per month each

No Monthly Charge

Pool

Yes (2 Pools]

Yes

No

No

Private Shuttle

Yes

Yes

No

No

Total Costs Per Month

$634 ($317 each)

$1352 ($339 each)

$1642 ($403 each)

$1203 ($401 each)

$600 ($150 each)

$1292($323 each)

$500 ($167 each)
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Alpha Xi Delta

T.J. Carswell
Paul Hart
Dr. Christian Troy
Andrew Hughes
Chris Richardson
Benjamin Dover
Date
Date
Eliot Bennle
Brett Hoyer
Michael Connelly
Brett Leonhardt
Ryan Otto
Danny O.
Justin Pruden
Bam Margera
Nick Gordon
Tim Cowdrick
Justin Yates
Chris Jasinski
Andrew Dechellis

Lauren Jones
Sam Hill
Stephanie Lekas
Jessica Dill
Sherry Zajec
Heidi Bollin
Jullanne Strauss
Stephanie Brown
Michelle Cotner
Megan Wray
Kate Quzik
Anna Princlc
Ashley Perry
Maggie Sweeney
Amanda Apatzky
Jordan Purgar
Melissa Dennison
Lindsey Pain
Jessi Beane
Jillian Muth
Steph Hayes

*

lones said, research in this
area is limited and difficult.
In general, those against circumcision argue that the foreskin is more sensitive than any
pan of the penis, a claim supported by several studies. They
also say the moisture provided
by the foreskin can make masturbation and sexual intercourse more enjoyable for men
and their partners. Of course,
there are also a few thai suggest
the opposite is true.
Though he said there's virtually no difference between the
sex lives of the two demographics, lones did immediately point
out one area in which there is a
notable disparity: Oral sex.
These phallic fallacies abound
in every realm, muddling the
issue of circumcision with
rumors and myth. Whether it's
stories about smegma or delusions about diseases, the field
of the foreskin could certainly
benefit from more unbiased
research.

wrm.prelerredproperliesco.com

• Haven House Manor

• Mini Mall Apts.id°M*»m)

• Fox Run Apts.
•Piedmont "Newly Renovated"

• Triplex
• Houses

• Updated Birchwood
- small pets allowed
. ,
see our website or
call lor more details
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Rvan Qeeves
Trent Reiman
David Eastaugh
Kristin Cavallari
Tyler Graham
Aaron Alexander
Patrick Wallace Urbane
Brett Boyce
Matt Leinhart
Ryan Jodway
Jonathan Dehner
Chris Penny
Phil Seas
Date
James Posipanka
Mick Adkins
Travis Rose
Sonny Litwller
Bernard Little
Danny Perry
Rich Businessman
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OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Frl: 8-12 I 1-4:30 Sit: 10-2
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FROM NOW THRU MAY 5TH
$400 RENT CREDIT
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SEXUALITY

frl

clrerma4200,7
l>ii.iiim' Williamson
Kelly Lilak
Mandy Laneve
Mia Beer
Stephanie Schafer
Amanda Murray
Jessica Ussio-tioffman
Samantha Midolo
Jeni flolden
Rachel Wilt
Jeni Leist
Jessica Battiato
Kim Becka
Amanda Allen
Caitlin McTaggart
Ashley Bambam
Megan Houghtaling
Mandy Osborn
Jes Merrera
Melissa rtatuscak
Shannon Zavracky

can form around the clitoris
and in the folds of the labia in
women, who also are encouraged to wash the area or suffer
the cruddy consequences.
One place where getting dirty
might be a good tiling is in the
bedroom, but what effect does
have on intimacy?

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:

Winthrop & Summit Terrace Apts • Office: 400 E. Napoleon Rd • 419.352 9135
www.winthropterrace.com • email us winthrop@gerdenich.com

-

penis is certainly unappealing — if not nauseating
— even more so for potential
Intimate partners.
Rut America has the highest rate of circumcision of
any industrialized nation.
Does that mean most guys
around the world have putrid
penises?
"Before soap that might
have been true," lones said.
"But America has an obsession with washing and cleaning. Someone who doesn't
wash regularly might get
smegma. but the argument
that circumcision is more
hygienic simply isn't true."
Rumors of filthy foreskins
haven't bothered sophomore
Sandria Parks.
"It's not so much that
they're dirtier," she said. "I
think there are more health
risks, or at least that's what
I've heard."
She also said if her lover
were uncircumcised, she'd be
"more curious and more likely to look up information on
it. I wouldn't be like. 'I can't
talk to you anymore.'"
Regularly pulling the
foreskin back and washing
it prevents the buildup of
smegma. Though smegma is
stigmatized as belonging to
uncircumcised men, it also

Properties Co.

Fewer Roommates, More Privacy, Better Price!
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with the speech disorder.
Hughes also sings and plays
guitar in the band and identifies himself as a stutterer.
"It's a way of sharing feelings, thoughts and emotions
you couldn't say aloud, or
thoughts you could say, but
choose a different medium to
do so," Hughes said.
Singing is not only a tool
for effective communication;
it is also a means of bringing
awareness to the unpublicized
speech disorder.
"Sometimes it's hard to not
be able to express ourselves,"
Palasik said. "Words don't do
thoughts justice, but music
does."
Easy Onset frequently performs at Grumpy Dave's Pub,
bringingalongwith them some
creative stuttering awareness
merchandise.
They will probably leave the
dog at home. But if you happen to be (here, ask nicely for a
request. They just might sing a
song about him.

Prefcned

'Note All utilities ate based on a market survey and are on a I.' month average Due lo weather hills may he higher in some months

■<]

its members goes beyond
their musical talents. All four
members study communication speech disorders at the
University and two of them
stutter.
"1 began stuttering at the age
of two," Palasik said.
Stuttering is a speech disorder that affects approximately
1 percent of the population.
Little information is known
about the disability, and few
people realize the potential
disadvantages that accompany stuttering.
Palasik grew up living with
fears that many fluent speakers hardly consider.
He spent a good chunk of
his life nut talking in order to
avoid moments of embarrassment due to his speech.
But by the age of 14, Palasik
discovered his passion for
music. Not only did he quickly
learn guitar, but Palasik also
realized that he never stuttered while he sang — a common phenomenon for people

-

MECCA MANAGEMENT, INC
1045 N. Main Suite 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
info@meccabg.com ■ 419.353.5800
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SIDELINES

Softball team
prepares for
series against
Toledo

ATHLETES OF THE WEEK | SINISA VRVILLO AND NICK IOVENELLI

Just for kicks
TENNIS
Ashley Jakupcin
earns first team AllMAC honors
BG senior Ashley Jakupcin
[above] has been named to
the 2007 All-Mid-American
Conference Women's Tennis
Team. The Falcon standout,
who earns all-league honors
for the third consecutive
season, has been selected
to the first team for the first
time in her BG career.

SOFTBALL
High school senior
signs letter of
intent to BGSU

By Andrew Harrier

Two new special teams players
already making presence known
By Bill BorcUwick
Reporter

To say the special teams had
their troubles last season
would he an understatement.
Both thekickingand punting
teams had their share of mishapsandunfortunatcevents,
leading to a 4-8 record.
Last weekend's spring
game was host to an
improved kicking and punting game. New kicker Sinisa
Vrvillo made all three field
goals he attempted, including the game winner with no
time left on the clock to give
his orange team a 16-14 victory.
"We got hetter in the kicking game," said
BG coach

Report

Someone doesn't want the BG
women's soft ha II team tn ptaj
non-conference games during
conference play, Alter having
a douhleheader against No. 1
Tennessee rained out earlier
this month, a game against
No. 8 Michigan was added to
the schedule for Wednesday.
I lowever, the rains fell again.
"We were really excited to
play against Michigan," said BG
coach Shannon Salshurg, "But
[rainoutsj are a pan of the game
unfortunately."
Now, the Falcons (29-6,9-5)
will shift their focus to confer
ence rival Toledo (8-28, 3-11)
as they travel north for a two
game set this weekend. Toledo
has won just two of its last
14 games.
In recent action. Toledo had
a douhleheader canceled yesterday and defeated Eastern
Michigan 8-(i in nine innings
last Sunday.
The Falcons won II of their
last l-l games, but have dropped
three of the last four. I lowever,
in the last four games they have
only been outscored 7-4.
"Our team has been preparing for this match-up for a
while." said BG pitcher Emily
Gouge. "Toledo always shows
up to play, and our team is ready
to take on the challenge."
"We're excited." Salsburg
said. "They're important conference games for us."
Opposing hitlers are batting
.354 against Toledo this season
while BG has held opponents to
a .202 average. By comparison,
Falcon hitters have a .275 average on the season while Toledo
batters are bitting .240.
Toledo has also given up 2i>
home runs, which makes it likely that the Falcons will add to
their team record of 32.
"A home run is just a perfect
swing on the ball," Salsburg
said. "Home runs aren't the

Gregg Brandon. "We couldn't
have been any worse |last
season |."
Last year the kicking game
was an adventure for the
Falcons. Kicker Sean lillis
made only 4-9 field goals on
the season for an
average of 44 percent.
Thconlykicker
who had a worse
percentage
with
as many attempts
in the Mid-American
Conference was Akron kicker
Matt Domonkos, who went
2-8 on field goals.
Vrvillo's performance in
the spring game brings hope
to the Falcons who are looking to turn around last sea-

Haleigh Bielstein has signed
a National Letter of Intent
as a commitment to attend
BGSU and will play Softball
under head coach Shannon
Salsburg next season.
Bielstein. an Inez. Texas
native, a .423 career hitter
and has amassed career stats
of .716 and .488 in slugging
and on base percentages,
respectively.

SCHEDULE
TODAY
Tennis:
MAC Championships; All day
Baseball:
at Miami (Ohio): 6:50 p.m.

TOMORROW
Tennis:
MAC Championships; All day

See SOFTBALL'Page 14

Baseball:
at Miami (Ohio); 5 p.m.
Softball:
at Toledo; 2 p.m.

SUNDAY
Tennis:
MAC Championships; All day
Baseball:

Bloody or not? Schilling insists
red sock in ALCS was for real

at Miami (Ohio); 1 p.m.
Softball:
at Toledo; 1 p.m.

OUR CALL
The List
As always, it's our weekly
look at the top five hitters
from the past week in
baseball:

1. Alex Rodriguez:
Double-digits in runs, hits
and RBIs to go along with his
five round-trippers. A-Rod ■
Fantasy animal.

2. Chase Utley: After

By Jimmy Golm
The Associated Press

BOSTON — No paint, no ink,
no ketchup.
Nothing but Curt Schilling's
blood was seeping through his
socks in the 2004 postseason,
current and former Red Sox
said yesterday after a rumor
resurfaced that the pitcher
milked his injury for drama
while helping Boston end its
86-year title drought.
On Wednesday, Baltimore
announcer Gary Thome said
during his broadcast of the Red
Sox-Orioles game that Boston
backup catcher Doug Mirabelli
admitted it was a hoax.
"It was painted," Thome

"I never said that. I
know it was blood.
Everybody knows it
was blood."
Doug Mirabelli | Boston Red Sox

said. "Doug Mirabelli confessed up to it after. It was all
for PR."
But Mirabelli denied ever
talking to Thome, telling The
Boston Globe that Thome's
comment was "a straight lie."
"I never said that," Mirabelli
told the paper. "I know it was
blood. Everybody knows it was
blood."

Red Sox president Larry
I.ucchino said the team "would
not dignify these insinuations
with extensive comment ...
other than to remind everyone that we remain steadfastly
proud of the courageous efforts
by a seriously injured Curt
Schilling — efforts that helped
lead the Red Sox to the 2004
World Series championship."
After an ankle injury hampered Schilling in Game I of
the 04 AL championship series
against New York, team doctors
jury-rigged a tendon in his right
ankle to keep it from flopping
around. With blood seeping
through his sock, the pitcher
came back in Game 6 to beat
the Yankees.

CHARLES REXARBOGASI
0-H-FO: In this Nov 11.2007 file photo. Ohio State runmnqback Antonio Pittman caines
the ball during their college football game against Northwestern

a slow start. Utley has been
productive, batting .444
last week for the Phillies,
who continue to be terrible
regardless.

3.JJ.Hardy:Hesa
free agent in most every
fantasy baseball league in
the world, but five home runs
last week should earn him
some roster spots.

4. Magglio
Ordonez: Mags has had
a hard time getting on track.
but hit safely in 12-of-25 at
bats last week.

5. Travis Hafner:
Pronk has been on a tear for
a couple of weeks now. but
remains in A-Rod's shadow.

Ohio natives prepare for
strenuous NFL Draft day

Sosas bat powers Rangers past Tribe
CLEVELAND (AP) — Sammy
Sosa is "Slammin' Sammy"
once again.
Sosa hit two homers to reach
594 for his career, but Paul Byrd
and the Cleveland Indians beat
the Texas Rangers 9-4 yesterday for their fifth straight win.
Sosa's 439-foot drive leading off the sixth inning against
Byrd (2-1) made Jacobs Field
the 44th major league ballpark
in which he has homered. That
broke a tie with Ken Griffey )r.
and Fred McGriff for the most
in a big league career.
"It's nice to have that record,
but if we had won 1 would have
enjoyed it more," Sosa said.
He obtained the record-setting ball by signing two baseballs for the fan who got it in
the left-field bleachers.

Sosa has six homers and 18
RBIs, but he's hitting only .239
in 19 games since sitting out all
of 2006. He said he still hasn't
got his timing back after the
long layoff.
"The more 1 play, the more
adjustments I can make," he
said. "If you talk about getting
hot, I'm not there yet."
Byrd was wary of pitching to
Sosa with or without runners
on base.
"You still don't want to elevate a fastball to him," Byrd
said. "On the homer, I was trying to go inside, left it up and
away and knew where it was
headed as soon as he swung."
The only stadiums currently
in use that the 38-year-old out-

By Rutty MllUr
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS
—
Antonio
Pittman wavered at first: Return
to Ohio State for his senior year
or jump to the pros and support his family?
"My mind was going through
a lot of things: Stay. Go. Stay.
Go," the tailback said. "And then
once I finally made it 100 percent sure that I was going to
leave. I had to dedicate myself to
the weight room, studying film
and the long hours that it took
to prepare for this."
"This" is the NFL draft, which
gets under way on Saturday in
New York.

MARK DUNCAN < AP PHOTO
CLOSE CALL Cleveland Indians' Kelly
Sboppach scores from thud on a wild pitch
by Texas Rangers pitcher Kameron Loe (45)
in the second inning of a baseball game

,See INDIANS | Page 14

yesterday

I

Pittman, frequently overlooked during his three years
as a Buckeye, made a lot of
scouts' jaws drop when he had
40-yard dash time of 4.4 seconds at the scouting combine in
Indianapolis. NTT. personnel guys
knew he had numbers — more
than 2,500 rushing yards the past
two seasons for teams that went
22-3 — but they weren't aware of
how physically gifted he is.
"I Knew once I got a chance to
get out of the uniform and just
work out and show a team how
well I can move and do the things
that that are not involved when
you've got 11 other guys coming
See DRAFT | Page 14
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KICKERS

"ll look mi' .1 Inii)1, lime lo ;;•■!

here going to a junioi 1 ollsge
lirsi and being from Europe
ori^inalK' I played soccei and
did noi even know aboul fool
ball," Vrvillo said." I his u,is IIIJ;
lor mi' right now
While Vrvillo looks lo turn
around the team's kicking fortunes, another newcomei is
trying to so the same for the
team spuming
Nick lovenelli spent the last
two seasons al Harper College
in Illinois He was named a first
team All-Region punter during
his timeal Harper.
lovenelli was the punter for
both teams lasl Saturdaj He
punted the hall lor a total ol
six limes for 248 yards, which
averaged out to 41.33 yards per
punt, lovenelli had two punts
downed inside the20.
"lovenellishowed hecanpunl
the hall today," Brandon said.
"We have definitely improved
in thai phase oi the game."
The Falcons are hoping thai
lovenelli is the ansuei lo the
punting game woes last sea
son because the team ranked
near the bottom of the N( \ A in
punting.
As a team, BG ranked 111!
out of 119 teams in nel punting
average lasl season. 11 it-i r 27.70
nel yards pei puni was better
than only Florida A&M's 27.12
average.
1 he spring game showed
that hoih phases are improved.
Mm the question remains, how
much can be determined from
an inter-squad scrimmage?
Forthe Falcons' sake, the) are
hoping the special teams can
he the reason lor a turnaround
season and nol the reason lor a
down one.

From Paqe 13

fielder has not hit a homer in
is RI-'K Stadium in Washington
and the new iiusch Stadium in
St. Louis.
Sosa went deep again In the
eighth against Tom Mastny to
move closer to joining Hank
Aaron, Barry Bonds, Babe Ruth
and Willie Mays in the 600 homers club. It was his 69th career
multihomcr game.
Byrd left after yielding a
leadoff single in the seventh to
Gerald Laird. The right-hander
allowed three runs and eight
hits, walked one and struck
nut three. The Rangers twice
put a runner at third base with
none out and failed to score
against Byrd.
Texas loaded the bases in
the first, but left fielder ShinSoo Choo caught a fly ball from
Mark Teixcira and made a perfect no-hop throw to get Kenny
Lofton trying to tag up from
third. Sosa then grounded out
to end the threat.
"Thai play picked us up," Byrd
said. "Three minutes in, I've
goi the bases loaded and ii had
disaster written all over it."
Choo said he wasn't really trying to get Lofton and wanted to
make a strong, low throw that
would keep the other runners
from moving up.
"1 was very surprised," he said
with a wide-eyed look.

By Joseph Wl.it,-

ite i Press
WASHINGTON

I wo

months ago, Washington
Wizards guard DeShaun
Stevenson fancied calling
himself "Mr. Fifty." lie was so
proud of the number which
represented his shooting per
centage
that he jokingly
said he would no longer speak
to any teammate who wasn't
making.11 least halt his shots.

Yesterday, Stevenson humbly walked off the court as Mr.
I hirty-Two.
I hat's his shooting per
centage since Gilbert Arenas
and ( .11011 Buttet were hoth
sidelined with injuries, a fallout oi the different roles all
the U izards have had to adopt
without their two All-Stars.
Stevenson weni a meager .'(fbr-12 in each of the first two
games holli losses of this
week's playofi series against
the Cleveland Cavaliers, and
that's why he was taking all
those extra shots long after the
other players were done with
practice.
"I'm nol gelling the rhythm

DRAFT
From Paqe 13
al you lull speed. I knew il would
help m\ stock;' the Akron native

DARRON CUMMINGS

LOOKING FOR HELP: Washington's Antawn Jamison, light, drives to the basket
against indianas Danny Grangei during an NBA basketball game April 18

like I used to," Stevenson said.
"It's tough because it's the
playoffs. I'm not shooting the
hall well, but the only way to
go through that is to shoot a
lot of shots."
Stevenson then declared
ihat the series will be a
Cleveland sweep unless he
or lands Hayes starting scoring more to take the load off
Antawn lamison. lamison

Now he's expected to be taken
in the second or third round and
collect millions of dollars. Most
scouting services have him listed
.inning the top handful of tailhacks available.
\i least ii couple of his Conner
Ohio Stale teammates should
he celebrating already by the
time human gets the call. Wide
receiver-kick returner led Ginn
lr. figures to go in die middle oC
the nisi round. A third Buckeye to
give up his final year of eligibility,
wide receiver Anthony Gonzalez,
is expected to ho taken late in the

had 31 points in Wednesday's
109-102 loss in Game 2, while
Hayes and Stevenson combined for 13 points on 5-for-25
shooting,
"We're not going to win
a game — point blank — if
"fawn is sroringall the points,"
Stevenson said. "We need
another person to go out there
and score 18. 20 points.... It's
meandlarvis. Point blank."

"What Ted Ginn accomplished as a collegiate
has just been outstanding. In Ted Ginn's place,
you have a spot for him."
Marvin Lewis I beng(ii

said,

first or eariy in the second round.
The Cincinnati Bengals would
love to see Ginn's name still on the
board when they pick 18th in ihe
opening round.
"What Ted Ginn accomplished
as a collegiate hits just been outstanding," Bengals coach Marvin
lewis said on Tuesday. "In 'led
Ginn's place, you have a spot for
him. But I don't know that he'll be
there when we pick."
It should be a tanner weekend for players from Ohio. Brady
Quoin, the ex-Notre Dame quar-

terback from the (Sotumbus suburb of Dublin, likely will bo one of
the top seven selections — possibly even to the home state
Cleveland Browns at No. 3.
Plenty oC other favorite sons are
awaiting their fate, either in the
three rounds held tomorrow or
the four n muds a day later.
Kent State comerback Usama
Young wasn't even invited to the
scouting combine but he has
become one of the hot commodities in the draft after doing
extremely well in private work-

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

Lofton tripled to open the
fifth, but Byrd got three quick
outs to strand him.
"Pretty soon this has to
stop," Rangers manager Ron
Washington said after his team
went 2-for-l6 with runners in
scoring position and dropped
to 2-9 on the road. "These guys
have a track record. You have to
believe that pretty soon we'll get
it done."
Trot Nixon's two-run homer,
his first, capped Cleveland's
three-run first off Kameron Loe
(1-1).
Choo opened the bottom half
of the second with a single and
scored on Kelly Shoppach's double. Shoppach later scored on a
wild pitch to make it 5-1.
Hank Blalock doubled and
scored in the second and fourth
innings and Sosa's first homer
of the game cut it to 5-3 in the
sixth.
But Cleveland extended its
lead in the bottom half on an RBI
single by Grady Sizemore and
bases-loaded walks by CaseyBlake and Travis I lather, (bonny
I'eralta hit his third homer in the
seventh to make it 9-3.
I.oe allowed seven runs and
six hits with three walks over 5
1-3 innings in his second start
of the season. The right-hander
made five relief appearances
before being into the starting
rotation when lamey Wright
went on the disabled list with
right shoulder Inflammation on
April 13.

INDIANS

r. Fifty' and rest of izards'
ooking for more prod uction

From Page 13

son's disappointing season.
"I wiis ready for il the whole
time," Vrvillo said about Ins
abilit) in make the game winning kick. Tin happy thai I
made it."
Vrvillo is a junior college
transfer from Trinity Valley
communit) college in Texas.
He was named .1 liisi team
All Ametii .111 during his time
with the Cardinals. He was the
nation's second rated junioi
college kickei in 2005,

WWWBGNEWS.COM

SOFTBALL

outs.
"When 1 learned that they had
already picked everyone who was
going to be invited, 1 was disappointed." the comerback said.
"But 1 knew I had to get over it
because I had to perform. It just
fueled my workouts. I took it as
it's my lime to prove to them that
I should have been there."
Now Young is projected to go
as high as the second round. Two
scouting Web sites designated
him as die fastest-rising, hidden
gem of the draft.
Rvne Robinson IWR, Miami oC
Ohio), Rudy Sylvan (TF, Ohio U.).
AndyAUeman (OG. Akron), Doug
Datish IC, Ohio State), Quinn
Pilcock IDT. Ohio State), Roy Hall
(WR, Ohio State) and Ohio native
Prescott Burgess (01.B, Michigan)
hope their cell phones ring

From Page 13
easiest thing to hit."
BG pitchers have struck
out 238 batters this season
while maintaining a 1.65
BRA in 237.1 innings. Toledo
has only struck out 109 batters in 222.2 innings with a
5.75 ERA. But BG pitchers
aren't assured an easy day
on the mound according to
Salsburg.
"Toledo can hit the ball,"
Salsburg said. T know their
record isn't thai great, but
every team in the conference
can play."
After facing Toledo. BG
will take on Northern Illinois
next weekend.

LOOKING FOR A NEW PLACE TO LIVE???

UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE
UNIVERSITY
COURTS

Lease'SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
• EXTRA AMENITIES •

Taking Applications Mow!

Mercer at ClOUgh
1

1

'Tenant Friendly" Management
24 hr. emergency maintenance
Time-Warner cable service included
in rentals
Central air & heat

• Convenient laundry facilities
i Convenient to Campus Shuttle Mop
1
Short walk lo Library, Student Rec
Center and all campus facilities

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE Quality living in spacious 2 bdrm apis.

"Home away from Home"
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533 or visit villagegreen-bg.org
480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

UNIVERSITY COURTS 1&2 bedrooms for mature students
Quiet and cozy environment. Hurnishcd Available.
Heat & Cable Included
Office Hours: Mon. - Thurs. 9 - 4:30 • Fri. 9 - 4 • Sat. 11-3* Sun. by appt.
OS1 BLOCK SOI TH OI WOOSf /R
"WALK ON OVER"

(419)352-0164
www.universityaparirrtents.us

Find a shortcut in your road to success with

Ohio University Summer Sessions!
Get on the road to a smarter summer with
O.U. Summer Sessions.
With two five-week sessions offering a wide variety of classes
for almost any degree program at six different campuses and
with more than 100 online options, Ohio University is one of the
premiere choices for taking classes this summer.
Whether you want to get ahead to graduate early, catch up
to graduate on time, or just try something new and different.
Summer Sessions credits can be applied toward your degree,
no matter what institution you are currently attending.

Classes are filling quickly — Register Now!

OHIO
UNIVERSITY

First Session: June 10-July 20
Second Session: July 23-August 24

For more information, visit

www.ohio.edu/summer
»

HEALTH

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Friday. April 27.200' 15

Chef Rachel Ray and Bill Clinton plan
to clean up school food' with Yum-o!
ByJ.M.Hirsch
The Associated Press

Having mastered the 30-minute meal and daytime television,
Rachael Kay is on to her next challenge — childhood obesity.
With help from former President
Bill Clinton, the celebrity chef
known for a fast, freewheeling
cooking style this week is launching a charitable group that aims
to help children eat healthier at
home and in school.
Ray
says The Yum-o!
Organization (the name is drawn
from one of her signature phrases)
will work with schools to improve

cafeteria food, create scholarships,
educate parents about healthy
eating and help fund charitable
groups that feed needy children.
The school fo<xl overhaul —
which Ray and Clinton were to
announce yesterday on her talk
show—involves teaming with the
Alliance fora Healthier Generation,
an effort by Clinton and the
American Heart Association to
clean up school loud
"Great food changes the entire
quality of your life," says Ray,
who taped yesterday's episode of
"Rachael Ray" earlier in April. "It's
just this great building block for
families."

Working vvitli Hay is part of the
Alliance's overall strategy of enlisting celebrities (others include
NBA players and musicians) to
help make healthy eating hip for
children, says Bob Harrison, the
group's executive director.
I larrison, whose 2-year-old
group already is working with
about 1,000 schools and hopes
to be in 30,000 after four years,
called Ray a Ousted name in the
food wood who can help get the
Alliance's message to parents.
Some in the public health community — which is grappling with
a nation in which nearly I in 5
children are overweight — are

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU
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"Great food changes
the entire quality of
your life."
Rachael Ray | Chel
intrigued by the influence Ray's
celebrity could bring to the struggle against obesity.
Celebrity involvement can
prompt action, says Or. A. Mark
fcndrink. a Univ. of Mich. School
of I'ublic Health professor who
found that former "Today" show
host Kiltie Couric's televised colonoscopy increased appointments.

9
7

5

7

By Sarah Gwin
U-Wir«

TALLAHASSEE, Fla. — Many college Students have a lot on their
mind. Some nights may be harder to sleep than others. It is not
uncommon to toss and turn from
stress of an exam or a future date.
"A person can have difficulties
sleeping at night because they are
stressed out. experiencing some
types of trauma, are worried, or
has excessive drug use," psychology intern at the llorida State
University Counseling Center
Shamikailallsaid.
Here arc some tips to help people go to sleep.
"There is a variety of things to
do to help someone fall asleep,"
1 kill said. "Something that relaxes
a person would be the first step."
Doing something calming is
one way to quiet down to get a
good night's rest.
"Taking a warm hath helps me
fall asleep," said I SI) sophomore
Maggie Robinette.
Getting a massage can also

"A person can have difficulties sleeping at
experiencing some types of trauma, are

the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve.

Lost/Found

worried, or has excessive drug use."
Shamika Hall | Psychology Intern
provide much needed relaxation. Some people find aromatherapy or listening to classical
CO helpful.
"listening to soothing music
can help you sleep." said l-SU
freshman Celeste Block.
A person's sleep environment
may affect their ability to fall
asleep. It could help to have a bedroom dark and quiet An illuminated bedroom dock is a source
of light that can be extremely
annoying A person can try covering it up to block out its light. The
room should be not too cold but
not too hot — 60 to 65 degrees is a
good temperature.
Hie comfort of a bed can also
be a factor. A linn bed will give the

entire body the support it needs
to really relax. Generally, a mattress should lie replaced every 10
years to get the best sup|>on and
comfort.
The idea of a lied can also hinder a person's ability to sleep. The
bed should only be used for sleeping. If it is used for things like
doing homework, then the mind
won't be able to Identify the bed
with sleeping.
The position a person sleeps
in is also important. Sleeping on
the back is the best position for
relaxing, and allows all the internal organs to rest properly. If a
person must sleep on their side,
he/she should do so on the right
side, not left.

SEMESTER LEASES

'Sri

NOW AVAILABLE FOR

FALL 2007

®kr*'/J
GREENBR/AR, INC.
352-1717
445 E. WOOSTER
J^greenbriarrentals.com

STUDENT
ORGANIZATION
ncuio I nMi I^JIM

Re-Register Your Organization Today!
Keep receiving the benefits of
being an organization by going to:
www.bgsu.edu/getinvolved
to get a registration packet.

Win a Great
CampusFest Location!
See Website for Details!

Must be submitted by April 27!
Want to start a new
organization or have questions?
Contact the Office of Campus
Involvement at ocidesk@bgsu.edu

or call (419) 372-2343.

Division of SUtdsnt Aflairs
Bowling Green Stale University
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

REWARD!!!!
Lost / Stolen Purse @ Skybar on
4/20: Lrg brwn Coach tote w/ initials
EES' Contains: Blue Coach
checkbook wallet. BG ID. Mitsubishi car
keys. 1 apt key. Caseo digital cam
era, brown Coach Allie sunglasses
pink Motorola Sliver cell phone

Play Super Sudokii and win prizes at:

PRIZESUDOKu
_

CASH REWARD IF RETURNED!
NO QUESTIONS ASKED!
Call: 440-227-3194

Services Offered

Wanted

Services Offered

Tulor available. BGSU Junior. Social
Studies major, experienced. Seeking tutees. grades 7 thru 12 Brian
513-919-2670

Make up lo S75 pet online survey
www CashToSpend.com

BOOK BUY BACK
At Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge St.
Starting April 26
Will take or haul old cars
Running or not
419-902-7412

Personals
BOOK BUY BACK
At Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge St.
Starting April 26

M:

Management Inc.

ATTENTION BG!

[

and every 3x3 box contains

night because they are stressed out,

Semester Leases
\

so that every row, column
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To play: Complete the grid
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At night it's possible to sleep tight

5
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Roommate Wanted. 2 bdrm town
house w porch and garage $325
per month. Call Tara. 419-551-6542.
SUMMER
SUBI.EASER
Nice
house, big yard. 1 blk trom campus.
AC $270 mo »util 440 547 6745

1045 N. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-3535800

^^

www.meccabg.com

APARTMCNTS/HOUSeS/STORAGe UtVfTS
LOG OA/ TODAY TO:
View our 2007/2008 Listing
View photos, map of locations, paperwork
and other info to make your search easier.
Stop by or call office for update on openings

&A#^\

HOUSIS

16

WWWBGNEWS.COM
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The Daily Crossword Fix

HelpW.inted

Help Wanted

For Rent

'BARTENDING' up to $300'0ay No
exp. necessary. Training provided
Call 800 965-6520 e«l 174.

Gymnastic Coach. BG Gymnastics
Academy, located at Eppler Center,
looking for recreational/class & team
level coaches Some experience
preferred 419-575-4359

1 & 3 bdrm. apts. on Manville by
Water Tower Available May & Aug.
419-352-5239

Allentlon Summer Work, $15 25
Dase appt. FT PT customer sales
service, no exp nee. condilions apply, all ages 17. call now. 419-865
5150 lor 19 other Ohio & W.VA locations visit www.worMor siuflenis.
com
BABYSITTER NEEDED 1 child;
6am 3pm Mon - Fn . every other
week For more into 419-419-9109.
Childcare lor 11 year old boy Mon.
through Fn., in BG Transportation
necessary 419-981-2745
Cleaning & misc help needed
Part-time starting 5 7 07.

419353 0325
College Pro is now hiring painters to
work outside with other students
Earn $3000-5000 Advancement opportunities 1-888-277-9787 or
www collegepro com
Creative Mov
Seeking an individual to develop
and teach bi-monthly creative movement pre-dance program to children
6 months-5 years ot age Current
experience working with young children and formal dance training required Submit resume, cover letter
and salary requirements to Contact
Kathy Manley, Discover Kingdom
1069 Klotz Rd, BG OH 43402Fax»
419-728-0283.
Earn $2500- monthly and more
to type simple ads online.
www DataAdEntry com
Looking lor student teacher to choreograph a qumcenita Latin hip hop
routines Call 419 308-7101.
Oltice cleaning evenings. 10-12 hrs
per week. Own transportation req.
Call Steve at 352-5335
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Maine camp needs tun
ovmg counselors to teach all land,
adventure & water sports Great
summer1 Call 888-844-8080. apply
.i!'-|,ct-J,t' ECU
RELIABLE. CARING BABYSITTER
needed lirst summer session, possibly beyond, lor our 4 yr old daughter in our Perrysburg home, variable
alternoons. occasional nights We
are looking for someone who will actively engage in playing with and
teaching a sweet, shy girl. $7.50'tir
Email vekstra@bgsu.edu
Sales Associate.
Adult retail store. Immediate openings tor sales associate. Must be 18
yrs ot age. drug tree, friendly, and
eager to succeed Interested candidates can call: 419-288-2131 between 9 and 5 Mon - Sat to apply.

Seasonal Labor lor light duty assembly m confectionery plant. MayAugust. Must be over 18 years old
and be able to work 1 st or 2nd shift.
Apply to Decko Products. 2105 Su
perior St Sandusky OH 44870
Phone 419-626-5757. Fax:
419 626-3135 E mail
knnmmenSdeckocom
Sleep away summer camp for inner
city youth now hiring Apply online
at
www bgctoledo org
Summer & Full Time Positions
Beautiful. Lakefront Yachting Club
seeks outgoing friendly
team players: will tram
qualified candidates as:
Servers
Bussers
Hois Hostess
Bartenders
Dock Attendants
Lifeguards
Line Cooks Prep Cooks
Sail Camp Counselors
Snack Bar Attendants
Incentive program very flexible hrs"
Excellent Pay.
Call now for an interview.
200 Yacht Club Dr
Rocky River. OH 44116
(4401333-1155 ext. 240
Summer 2007 Income Opportunity
Aqua Pro student franchises. Residential power washing business. Net
$1200 per week. May be used for internship credit. 866-275-2782.
SUMMER HELP NEEDED
Waitresses & Cooks
Doc's Restaurant - 7 mins. from BG
419-823-4081. after 3pm
The warm weather is finally here,
and we're gearing up at The Docks1
Real Seafood Company and Zia's
are hiring experienced servers,
hosts, cooks and prep cooks. It you
have a real commitment to high
standards, lets talk. Apply in person
daily after 2pm. 22 Main St. at The
Docks. Toledo.

For Sale
BEST IN BG GARAGE SALE
624 Wallace Ave.. near hospital.
Sweet color TV. apt. stuff, turn., vintage computer & elec. parts. This
Sat. 9-3pm. sell crteap
CASH FOR BOOKS
At Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge St.
Starting April 26

"07-08 S.Y. 1, 2, 3. 4. 5 & 6 bdrm
units avail. See CartyRentals.com
SSwebcall 419-353-0325 also call
for Summer only.
07 - 08 School Year
1.2 & 3 bedroom apts available
For more info call 419-354-9740.
1 bdrm avail, in Enclave 1. Fully furnished, tree internet, willing to discount rent. Call: 419-376-0270.

From Only $490!
On selected floor plans

1 sublsr needed in a 3 brm, 2 bath
apt. $250 mo .util 9mo. 5 min walk
to campus, fully lurn. 513-236-8162.
12 month leases starting May 2007
818 2nd St.-2 BR Apts
$500 • gas elec
1026 Klotz -3 BR Home
$750 * util
Smilh Apt Rentals
419-352-8917
130 Liberty Street 1 bedroom
$475.00. Newly remodeled
Quiet Location
Highland Management
419-354-6036
1457 Scott Hamilton. 4 bdrm Need
2-4 subleasers from Aug. 07-Aug.
08. Call 419-276-8843
2 bdrm apt furn & unturn.
1 bdrm apt for grad student.
419-352-3445 or 419-308-1287.
2 bdrm apt. Reed St.
Close to campus. Call: 419-3524773 or 419-601-3225 (cell).
2 bdrm. apt. 4th St $525 month ♦
utilities. Available August 7. & for
■all. Call 419-409-1110

ttfflft

3 bdrm house $800 plus utils Avail
8/16. Sm. pet allowed 404 S College 419 352 4850 & 419 352.6948.
3 bdrm. house, excell. cond . Avail.
Aug 15 Close to campus'BG. AC.
1 1<2 baths. OW 419-308-2458.
3 bedrm. duplex available immed.
Price Negotiable. 846 7th St., A
megancw@bgsu edu
414 S. Summit St.
$885 00 w< garage S W D
2* bedroom house
Great Location
Highalnd Management

ACROSS
1
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18
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38

Swordsman's handful
Relinquish
Partly open
Avon skin-care brand
Moving about
Pop choice
Grooving on
Interior style
Scolded, a bit archaically
Creator ot 22A
Kiddie-lit entrepreneur
Grownup elver
Sock fixer
Circus performer
Gracious!
Fifths of a fin
Here, there and everywhere
Part ot DJIA
Reunion group
Workplace of 22A
Ecology org.
Night before

41
42
43
45
48
50
51
52
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

Cape Wrangell dweller
Pirouette
Lashes
Traded
Slope sliders
Noun-to-verb suffix
First name of 22A
Product ot 22A
Quaint, quaintly
Fail to pass
Manipulated
Hammerhead feature
Long weapon
Unless, in court
Bronte heroine
Wrath
Model Moss
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VOTED BEST PIZZA 14 STRAIGHT YEARS

PISF)N€LLO'S

See our coupon menu
in the telephone directory or
ask about our SPECIALS
www.pisanellos.com

203 N. Main ™££™
352-5166
$5.75 Minimum

^^

Open Weekdays 4P.M. • Lunch Fn. • Sat. • Sun.

-^

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

4 bdrm. unturn. house. 1st block ol
Manville. Redecorated May '06.
available May 07. 419-352-5239.

5 bedroom house avail, tor summer
May 15th to Aug. 5th.
Call 419-494-8208

Subleaser needed May-Aug. The
Enclave II. $300 mo. partially turn.
Questions, call Aime 740-505-8043.

A new listing. 200 blk. Crim. nice
neighbrhd. W/D, Irg. living room
Avail. Aug. 419-352-7090.

Enclave II waives $75 app lee by
signing over my 12 mo. May to May
lease. Call ASAP 419-307-0087.

Subleaser needed 149 Manville.
May thru August.
Call lor more info 419-351-6152

Male has 2 lurnished rooms, lor
rent. Freedom ol the house. $250
mo.. $100 deposit. 419-354-6117.

The Highlands
1 bedroom apartments

Private entry 1 bdrm. & studio
As low as $365
419-3520590

Quiet location. Laundry on Site
www.bqhighlandmgmi.com
Highland Management
419-354-6036

Apts 8 Houses 07 -08
419-353-8206
wwwliterentals.com
Buckeye Sell Storage
We have summer leases. Near campus, many sizes. Open 24 hrs. Don't
make extra work, leave your things
here. Call to reserve. 352-1520.

419-354-6036
418 B S. Summit Street
2 bedroom $650 00
w/ garage & W/D
Great Location
Highland Management

419-354-6036
525 N. Prospeci-3 bdrm.. 2 bath. 2
car garage. $1000'M Avail, in May
439 N. Main 5 bdrm 2 bath, whole
house $1500'M Avail, in Aug.
721 Fourth. 3 bdrm. 2 bath, townhse
$800/M Avail, in Aug. 419-353-0494

Buckeye Studios
Student housing available now.
Monthly/semester & yr. long leases.
Fully lurnished, includes all utilities
& 25" TV. Free wireless internet
Call 419-352-1520
wwwbuckevBinnandstudios.com
Clean & cozy 1 bdrm . Ivg. rm.. kitch
bath. deck, oil street pkg. Avail. May
$450 plus elec. 419-654-5716.

■ Pets welcome!

Smith Apt Rentals
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave.
Office open 10 - 2 M - F
www.bgaBanmenis.com
Subleaser needed for a room in a 2
bdrm apt. $250 per mo OBO. Avail.
May Aug.Email: ivad@bgsu edu.
Summer lease w/ option to extend.
Female only. 1 bed w/ private balh
in 4 bdrm. furn. apt W/D in apt. Pool
weight rm. & more. 1/2 otl 1st mo's
rent $350 plus util. 330-284-4243

IpoorL^'

709 5thltreet^
APARTMENTS

■ Patio
• Spacious kitchen

1

1 /? Bocks From Campus

-FREE HEAT

$395.00 • $450.00

The Homestead
1 bedroom v»/ study & 2 bedroom
$685-$600 washer & dryer on site
Extra storage in basement
Close to downtown
Highland Management

419-354-6036.
Very nice Ig. 2-4 bedrm. Prol. or
mature students. Appliances, CA,
basement, WD. Part. util. pd
Lawn snow
removal.
Almost
country. Avail. Aug. '07. Pets possible. 419-353-7374.

RANDOM
™TRUE

Move in during May or June

and get 2 Months Free!*

VARSITY VQUAM
AMlBTMtHlS

□"

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
22
24
25
26
27
28
29
32
34
35
37

Access to Rapunzel
Domini preceder
Greek cheese
What makes a biped <
biped
Walk like a duck
On the briny
Irritating tingle
Orchestra member
Be mistaken
Harmony
Portrayer of 22A
42 Check out caves
Identical
44 Amazon who fought
"M'A-S'H" role
Achilles
2nd-smallest state
46 Creel material
Verrucose
47 Nitrogenous
Gloomy
48 Kansas City's _ Park
Bit of humor
49 "Man of La Mancha"
Big sch.
Tony winner
Portrayer of 22A
52 Family group
Tries to outrun
53 Strung up
Plunders
54 As soon as
A/C meas.
May berry boy
55 One side of the Urals
56 Kind of pilot or patMagic baton
tern
Word before tale or
57 Actress Falco
ring
59 Ala. neighbor
Swiss range

3 bdrm apt. recently remodeled,
small pets allowed tor 2007-2008
sen yr Please call 419-308-3525

• Ground floor ranch
■ Private entrance

5

1
2
3
4

||H'

1 subleaser needed for Aug 07-Aug
08 House on Third St $325 per mo
plus util. WD. AC. close to campus
614 352 8860

For Rent

$225 a month apt. @ Enclave I. 4
br 2 bath, or single room lease.
May 05 - Aug 05. View of the
POOL! Call Elyse 216-832-7680.

i

1 bdrm. $400 mo plus elec. & dep.
9 & 12 mo. leases available No pels
854 8th St 419-392-3354

HUGE APARTMENT
COMMUNITY RUMMAGE SALE!
Saturday. April 28th
10:00 am • 2:00 pm
VARSITY SQUARE APTS
1097 Varsity East
(Across from Petco.)
419.353 7715

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

brought to you by

N

t

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
$525 ■month Full Year Lease

For Rental Information:

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
419-353-7715 t=J

419.352.8639 • 737 S. Main St
wvAv.southside6.com

^

Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
or Steve at
(419)352-1150

www.bgsu.edu/studentinsurance
for more information about the
Required Student Insurance Program
•'Students registered for 8 or more credit hours on main campus
are required to have health insurance.
</ Students can enroll in the BGSU-offered insurance plan at
MyBGSU/Flnancial Services/ Student Insurance Requirement.
■s Students can visit MyBGSU/Financlal Services/ Student Insurance
Requirement, to complete the waiver form. You will need a copy
of your current insurance plan and insurance identification card.

Toledo/Northwest Ohio Area
1-2 Days per week during school
Full Time during summer break
www.homecityice.com
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED • WILL TRAIN

JJ

1-800-899-8070

Move in after that and get

1 Month Free!*
1 Bedroom ft Studtoi AvUaWe
C/A, Peli Welcome
On Site Laundry
Private Entpnice Patio
Short Term Leans Aval
419-382-7891

until they are ready
eat until his young are
born, which may-take
several weeks.

EHO

Sign Up Before April 31st to Save $100 on
Your 1st Month's Rent
Houses for Rent
H9Troup
225 Lehman
247 Summit
702 Sixth
702'/: Sixth
704'/: Sixth

Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
702 Third St.
839 Fourth St.

Am
agement
Charlestown Apts.

710 Scott Hamilton
730 Scott Hamilton

^ If you receive an Accounts Hold for "Required Health Insurance",
this is for information only Students will still be able to get their
grades and register for classes.

ALL BGSU Students can use the Student Health Service
regardless of their health insurance coverage.

young in his mouth
to hatch. He will not

■s Read all information on the Student Insurance Requirement webpage.

•s Remember to complete the Required Student Insurance Process by
July 2, 2007 to avoid the Student Insurance charges being posted on
your Bursar account.

A father sea catfish
keeps the eggs of his

Call to make an appointment today!

Mid Am Management
641 Third #4 BG
352-4380

